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“THE OUTLOOK FOR LIME IS GOOD”
So Said President Wood In Address of Absorbing In
terest Before the Chamber Of Commerce—New
Officers Head Business Men’s Organization

Frank W. Crandon, a former Rock subject to epileptic fits, recovering |
port selectman, and who had long from which he was wont to behave
taken an active part in town meet strangely.
For some time past he had been
ings. became violently insane at his
living across the street from the home
home, in Rockville yesterday forenoon,
of his two aunts, Mrs. Fores and Mrs.
and inflicted what may prove fatal
Margaret French. Thursday his ac
To many persons the subject of I (which, by the way. was a delicious
injuries upon his 84-years-old aunt, tions caused considerable apprehen “Lime” might seem a dry one. hut to chicken affair) went along hand in
sion in the neighborhood, and that the members of the Rockland Cham hand, no long waits being permitted
Mrs. Lenora H. Fores.
ber of Commerce who listened Thurs by either President McAlary or Land
Mrs. Fores lies in critical condition night he stayed with his aged aunts.
day night to the address of Presi lord Keating. With Mr. Ayer on the
Mrs. French, who is said to be 94,
with a broken nose, two broken ribs,
dent George B. Wood it proved to be entertainment committee were Frank
a broken bone in her right hand, and and an almost helpless invalid told one of entrancing interest, rendered S. Rhodes. A. E. Brunberg. Ardrey
with bruises and lacerations cover the officers and neighbors that she especially so hy the fact that Rock Orff and L. E. Jones. Theoretically
land is nearing the 200th anniversary they received many bouquets.
ing her entire body. Dr. R. J. Was- heard sounds of an altercation, and of the first lime shipment from this j in yielding the gavel to his succesgatt, who attended her yesterday is saw sister run from the house appar port, and the fact that the industry j si r President Wotton thanked the
inclined to think that the aged wom ently in a state of alarm. Then came has been faring a somewhat critical directors for the excellent co-operaan's Ibreastibone is also broken, but agonized screams, and she knew that sltuatlon this year due to the a.hnor- lion lie had received during his term
mal depression in the New York "f office
an x-ray examination was not pos something terrible was happening, I building trade.
I "The strength of the Chamber of
sible yesterday. Death is likely to without her being able to interfere.
The uses to which lime are now I Commerce lies not in its president or
Crandon was to have been ar- ! being put was a revelation to Mr. I beard of officers," said President
result from the fdiock, Dr. Wasgatt
. . .
Wood’s audience
The matter of McAiary,
hut in its membership,
told The Courier-Gazette.
raigned before Judge Miller this competitlon aM .presented by such There are many other men eligible to
The affair created a tremendous morning on a charge ofassault with ' substitutes as gypsum, was handled | belong to the organization and they
frankly, and his unbounded faith that 1 should be in."
sensation in the peaceful little village, intent to kill
lime (particularly Rockland lime)
President McAlary directed attenwhere the first intimation of trouble
Crandon was literally dragged into will be the survival of the fittest. '11 n ,o the hearing which will be held
came when Mrs. Fores staggered Into court this morning, and presented a carried an Inspiring effect.
*" Augusta next Thursday on the
the dooryard shrieking. Behind her fearsome spectacle. He pleaded "not
The occasion was the annual meet- *nbjeet of the Pleasant street grade
came Crandon, who proceeded to kick guilty” to the charge of assault with ing of the Chamber of Commerce— crossing, and asked those who plan
to attend to notify the Chamber so
and beat his aunt, finally jumping Intent to kill, and the tragic story marking the outgoing of M. E. Wot that a party may be arranged.
ton. who has given to the presidency
several times upon the prostrate and was detailed by six witnesses. Mrs, the benefit of conscientious service,
He also stated that it is not the
helpless form.
Winfield Robbins, Mrs. Fannie R. which has left no stone unturned that intention to elect a secretary in place
of Charles G. .Hewett at present, it
Mrs. Fannie Brewster ran from her Brewster and Mrs. Hattie Gardner Rockland’* business conditions might
be bettered, and its standard of civic being felt that the organization can
nearby home hoping to prevent a con witnessed the assault from their pride maintained. Mr. Wot ton's suc go through the winter months suc
tinuance of Crandon's attack, hut he nearby homes and all thought that cessor is Alan F. McAlary, superin cessfully without filling the vacancy
shouted at her in murderous rage the aged woman was being murdered. tendent of the Camden At Rockland caused by Mr. Hewett's resignation.
Water Company, whose wholehearted Miss Lenore Benner, who has had
"I'll kill you if you come near."
■Winfield Robbins and Vesper Hall,
valuable experience as stenographer
The helplessness of the situation the first men on the scene found that
and assistant to the secretary, will
serve as acting secretary.
forced itself upon Mrs. Brewster, who Crandon had such a grip on Mrs,
♦ * • •
ran hack to her home to send out a Fores’ hair that they could not force
The introduction of President
neighborhood alarm by phone, and him to release. Alfred Starr came
Wood, who hy the way is also a for
to notify the Rockland officials.
and with their combined efforts the
mer president of the Chamber of
Commerce brought the members to
Vesper Hall and Winfield Robbins three men broke Crandon's hold.
their feet with a hearty greeting for
came running onto the scene, and
The respondent was given the
the speaker of the evening. His ad
the madman was finally overcome, privilege of testifying, but said he
dress follows:
and stoutly tied until the arrival of didn’t know of anything to testify
History records the fact that
Samuel Waldo of Thomaston first
deputy Sheriff Ludwick and Leo to.
burnt lime, packed it in barrels and
Shepard, the State fingerprint expert,
County Attorney Campbell sug
shipped it to Boston in the year 1733.
who happened to be in the sheriff’s gested he he placed under bonds of
Ninety years later lime from this
office when the call was received. not less than $5,000.
locality was first shipped to New
York. From this beginning the lime
“I’m going to make it $10,000." re
Crandon was brought to Rockland and
industry of Rockland grew, and with
placed in the padded cell of the police plied Judge Miller. "I’m going to an
it grew the City of Rockland. The
station, where he continued until ticipate that Crandon's aunt will not
quarries and kilns have become as
live.
well into the night.
familiar to all of us as the ocean
and the fog. Many lifelong residents
There was another scene as Cran
Crandon for many years had acted
of Washington have never been up
In an eccentric manner and had been don was dragged back to jail.
the Washington monument. Thou
sands of New Yorkers see less of
their theatres than do we visitors
from the country. So likewise, the
people of Rockland generally have
-i *'*■'*-—
- .•
little first hand knowledge of their
Miss Lenore Benner, Acting Secretary
city's principal industry, or of such
subjects as these:
What is lime?
interest in the city's welfare has
WJhat does the lime business mean
found -expression in his. active work
to the Prosperity of Rockland?
for its public organizations.
First Appearance
What is the comparative size of
The lighter side of the evening’s
our local lime industry?
program
was
seen
in
the
excellent
en

of the Nationally Famous
W hat is the future outlook of the
tertainment provided 'by ex - President
Willis I. Ayer, who had engaged the lime business?
services of St. George’s well known } 1 wil1 undertake to answer these
Scotch Male Quartet. This talented I questions briefly,

COMING

CONCERT'AND BALL

Join our

1930
CHRISTMAS CLUB
By enrolling now and making a small

Joe Roman

and tuneful organization furnished a

weekly deposit you will be sure to have

a definite amount of extra money at the
end of the year.

And His Entertaining Pennsylvanians
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND

Joining our Club is easy. Simply make a small deposit in the
class of membership you select. We 'will explain
all details when you call.

i

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25

varied program of nearly two hours
in length, and at the end of each
selection there was an enthusiastic
demand for an encore. It is doubtful if these entertainers have ever
sung before a more apprecative audience. The Lions Club songbooks were
also used to advantage.
The entertainment and banquet

“ELUSIVE

What is Lime?

Wm*
<‘ very common commodity,
»n fact so commonplace that one
might wonder what can be said of
interest about it. It is entirely posslide, however, for one with both
knowledge and eloquence to weave
1 a most interesting iromance about
1 this lowly product. With my limited
j knowledge and without eloquence I

MICKEY’’ CAPITULATES

A TREAT FOR SPECTATOR AND DANCER
CONCERT 8.15 TO 8.45, FOLLOWED BY GENERAL DANCING

LADIES 50 CENTS

MEN 75 CENTS

Convict On Parole, Captured At Cooper’s Beach, Will Be
Arraigned On a Group of Charge*

4% Interest Paid 4%

Security Trust Company

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
Students May Enroll At Any Time

Day and Evening Sessions
Tels. 990-M—994-M
LFNA K. SARGENT, Principal

NOTICE
Christmas CluE Members of the
Rockland Savings Bank

141S-tf

ORDER NOW FOR THANKSGIVING

KAY’S KANDIES
MADE AT HOME BY KATHLEEN O'HARA

Assorted Chocolates, lb. $1.00
Fudges, lb., 65c, 70c
: : : ON SALE AT : : :

The date of the last payment on the
1929 Christmas Club is November 18,
1929. Club will be open until Novem
ber 28 and if payments are not made
in full on that date no interest will be
allowed.

Christmas Club for 1930 opens De
cember 9. Payments may be made on
or before that date.

80 Park Street. Tel. 1195-X
Palmer’s Jewelry Store
Main Street TeL 654-W

Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra
*

Playing at the 1 Oth

Annual Ball R. V. F. A.
PUBLIC LANDING DANCE HALL
MONDAY

EVENING, NOV. 25
Tickets 50 Cents
140*141

will try and prove to you that lime
is one of our most essential basic
products, worthy of our greatest re
spect because without it we could
not live.
Lime is essential to all animal and
vegetable life. We must have lime
-to build bones and teeth. Other ani
mals must have lime to build shells
and hoofs and horns. Man absorbs
his lime principally from the vege
tables he eats. All vegetation de
pends on lime as one of the plan’,
foods, essential to growth. Plants
cannot thrive in a soil which is de
ficient in lime. When man has ended
his short cycle of life on earth and
nil that is left are his ashes, the
chemist’s analysis will show these
last remains to he almost 100 per
cent pure lime.
Let us start at the other end of the
cycle. Limestone, or calcium car-

W. I. Ayer .Chairman of Entertainment Committee

honate, from whieli lime is made, is
tlie result of tlie life processes of
myriads of small animal organisms.
The slow accretion through the ages
of innumerable billions of shells of
calcareous marine creatures re
joicing In the names of foraminlfera
and globlgertna. If one knows where
to look for them, members of their
family can be seen today along the
s< ashore. The eoral of Florida and
the Bahamas is limestone In the mak
ing. Limestone is found all over the
world, varying in form and color,
such as the white chalk of England
and the many colored marbles from
Italy. Vermont and Tennessee. Most
beautiful and most valuable of all
forms of carbonate of lime is the
pearl, formed by successive layers of
a calcium secretion, with which the
oyster surrounds an irritating para
site who worked his way inside the
oyster's limestone shell.
Everyone is familiar with tha uses
of lime for building construction.
With the introduction of steel and
concrete as a- substitute for bricks
and mortar, and with the introduc
tion of numerous substitutes for
honest lath and lime plaster, there
has been a quite decided decrease
in the general use of lime. More
than would have been if the lime in
dustry were united in co-operative
effort to combat the advertising anil
propaganda of its younger but more ,
aggressive competitors. Lime gets
a less proportion of the building pro
gram than it used to, but lias lost
little In actual tonnage, due to the
ever increasing volume of building.
There Is no true substitute for lime
in many construction uses, and lime
in nfewer forms and In more economi
cal packages is regaining some of
the markets it was losing.

Maynard
"Mickey"
Demmons, examination of the cottages showed
youthful desperado, with prison and that one had been broken into. In- ♦
reform school records charged against side was Demmons making a vain
him, w^is recaptured by the state attempt to secrete himself, but mak
You are all more or less familiar
Police yesterday after four days ing no attempt to resist arrest.
with the use of lime in agriculture.
of hectic pursuit, in whioh the of- Whatever inclination he might have
Rockland produces 80 per cent of all
fleers were at least three times close bail in that respect was squelched the agricultural lime usid in New
upon his heels. He discussed his when lie looked Into the muzzle of the England. More active Interest by
exploits very frankly with Deputy gun held by Ideut. Cus&man, while farmers and the continued efforts of
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick as lie was Drinkwater was fastening the brace State und county agricultural of
ficials are resulting in a steady in
being led to jail, and is said by the lets onto him.
According to Deputy Ludwick crease in the use of lime. The story
latter to have admitted breaks in
South Thomaston and Camden, be Demmons admitted taking motor of lime from Rockland, as it is used
cars belonging to John McLoon, to raise the potatoes of Aroostook,
sides stealing three automobiles.
the corn and peas for the canneries
“I suppose 1 will get from live to 10 Harry Berman and A. F. McAlary of
years for this," was his comment,
, Rccklarttl and Harold Corthell of of Maine, the garden truck for Bos
Demmons had been a fugitive from Camden. The last named car was ton and the tobacco of Connecticut,
justice ever since last Monday night. ’ ' recked at Knox Trotting Park. is most Interesting, but not so new
■when he is alleged to have stolen "’hilc it was being driven at 60-mlle as the use of lime in varied chemical
Supt. A. F. McAlar.v’s cur, which was | »l"’il. It turned over twice, and the Processes,
Lime Is used as a chemical reagent
abandoned in Camden after It had stolen ride nearly resulted fatally.
Tlie officers say that Hemmons in more than a hundred different
been driven into a trap. The driver
manufacturing industries. The dedisappeared after six shots had been also confessed to making the recent
fired in his direction hy Camden break at David Pollock’s general
(Continued on Page Two)
stori in South Thomaston and the
authorities.
While an exhaustive search was CurtU hardware store in Camden.
being maintained for Demmons Lett Firearms were among the articles YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Shepard, the. State finger print ex taken in each instance. One of the
pert was comparing Uie prints made subs taken at the Pollock store was
If I had to live my life again I would have
of Demmoni at Sta-te Prison with subsequently found by Deputy Lud made a rule to read some poetry and listen
some music at least once a week. The loss
imprints found on the McAlary car. wick in a cache at the Ingraham field. to
these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Demmons, sentenced to
State of
and declared that they were Identi
Darwin.
Prison for two to four years, for
cal.
.
THE POPPY LAND EXPRESS
Demmons’ home at the Soutliend breaking, entering and larceny, was
The first train leaves at six p. m.
was raided Thursday night, hut there released six weeks ago on parole.
For the land where the poppy blows.
He will be arraigned It was said at
was no trace of the boy. Later lie
The mother Is the engineer.
was pursued by Deputy Ludwick the Court House yesterday on four
And the passenger laughs and crows.
■who is a fairly good sprinter, but counts charging theft of automo
The
palace car Is the mother’s arms;
biles,
one
charge
for
theft
of
boat,
who found himself no match for the
The whittle a low, sweet strain.
one count for breaking and entering,
18-years-old fugitive.
The passenger winks and nods and blinks
The end of the search came unex and two counts for breaking, enter
And goes to sleep on the train.
pectedly yesterday afternoon when ing and larceny.
At eight p. m. the next train starts
Later:
Of
the
numerous
counts
Melvin Webber telephoned to City
For the poppy land afar.
Marshal Webster that his double- against Demmons the theft of SrtjH The summons clear falls on the ear.
McAlary
’
s
automobile
was
the
one
“Jfll aboard for the sleeping car!”
ender boat had been stolen at Ingra
selected for this morning's trial. He
ham Hill.
But “What is the fare to poppy land?
Lieut. A. W. Cushman was in the pleaded "guilty” and was held for the
I hope It is not too dear.”
marshals office at tile time, and February term of Superior Court In The fare is this—a hug and a kiss.
And
It’s paid to the engineer.
■the
sum
of
$5000.
started at once, aceomimnled by
"This stealing of automobiles is So I ask of Him who children took
Myron Drinkwater. a former member
On His knee in kindness great:
of the police force. They were soon a serious affair," said Judge Miller,
followed at breakneck pace hy the "and I am going to tell Demmons "Take charge. I pray, of the trains each day
That leave at six and eight.
local and county officers, who arrived what I told another respondent who
at the scene of the theft just in sea- said that he had ‘only borrowed the 'Keep watch of the passengers.” thus I pray,
"For to me they are very dear;
sen to see a small boat disappearing
nd that is that they used to
borrow horses out Went In the old |
2X5?.’ L"r'1’
in the direction of Coopers Beach.
Thither the officers went and nn 'days, and got strung up for it.”
—SJL Louis Star-Sayings.
ar
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GOOD OUTLOOK FOR LIME

Rockland. Me.. Xov. 2:1.
Feraonall; appeared Frank S Lyddle who
oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of Thu Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Nov. 21, 1939. there wa
printed a total of 6275 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

(Continued from Page One)
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

on

mam: for lime in these processes is 11.680,000 steel barrel hoops, 961,000
constantly increasing, so what the linte paper and cloth bags,
business may have lost in the building
Our lfme industry In Rockland is
field it has more than gained in these unique, being the only lime plan-t lo- ‘
newer markets.
cated on tide water. This enables it
Let me read a few of its uses:
to take advantage of cheap water
Make a Joyful noise unto the Lord.
Probably
the
largest
users
are
the
transportation both for shipment of
Enter into his gates with thanksgiv
ing. For the Lord is go, d.—Psa. soda or alkali plants. Here with the lime and for purchase of coal. A
use of lime, salt is converted into large part of our normal business
100: 1, 4, 5.
various compounds of soda, such as is supplying building lime for the
s da ash. cooking soda and sal soda. New York market, shipped by water
A by-product is calcium chloride, transportation. The unprecedented
THOMASTON TRAIN
the material used to lay the dust in decline of building construction in
the dirt roads of Rockland. Lime is New York during this last year has
used in the paper industry, for manu been the reason for so few lime kilns
The meeting to be held in
facturing pulp, for bleaching and afire in Rockland.
Thomaston Monday morning in
* * ♦ *
for cooking rags. In tanneries for
Following a. period of record volconnection with railroad train
di hairing hides, in the manufacture
o. glass, porcelain and pottery. For ume of building during the post-war
service for that town, is import
the saponification of fats in making years there has developed a period j
ant enough to call for a good at
soap, glycerine, greases and heavy of reaction. All over the country and IK
tendance of citizens. The hear
oils. It is used to renovate rancid particularly in New York City the
butter anil the refining of sugar. It , building
program
has
stopped.
ing appointed by the Public
1 is used to make paint, varnish, gela- Manufacturers of building materials
Utilities Commission will afl'i rd
; tine, as a flux and purifier in the iron with surplus production have sought j
opportunity for presentation of
: arid steel industry: for the recovery large markets such as New York to!
Thomaston's reasons why it
( f copper and gold from smelt dust; dispose of surplus production. Mar
for the manufacture of calcium car ket prices have broken badly, not 1
should be made a stopping place
bide and actetylene gas. Large ton only for lime, but also for brick. !
for the train that leaves Boston
nages cf lime are used by cities for gypsum, cement and other similar
in the morning. The matter
sewage disposal and water purifica products. High money Interest rates '
makes equal appeal to all living
has been one of the principal causes
tion.
During the war lime from Rock of this condition. With billions of
In the St. George region, which
land was shipped on the special pref dollars loaned at record high rates to
also should be represented at the
erence list to plants in Massachu carry on the mad wave of specula
meeting.
The hour is 10.30
setts and Rhode Island manufactur tion in Wall street, there has been
o’clock in the forenoon and the
ing gelatine, gylcerine. alcohol, acet no money available for building j
one. picric acid and T.N.T. and for mortgage loans at rates other than
place Watts hall.
prohibitive.
bleaching cotton for gun cotton.
Apparently the financial situation
The government plant at Mussel
Shoals, never completed, included is in the process of correction. Presi
Funeral services for the late Mis what would have been the largest dent Hoover is taking the lead in
Emily Case Hitchcock, held yester lime burning plant in the world, Greeting a program of nationwide
day at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon necessary in the process of recover building. There is no longer more
than normal unrented real estate in
at the Middle street home of Mrs ing fixed nitrogen from the air.
,
t
When you drive home tonight in | bur larger cities. There is good reaEva Gay Hellier (a cousin of the deyour
automobile
have
in
mind
that
son
to
expect
a
general
return
to
a
ceoased). were conducted by Rev.
Walter S. Rounds of the Congrega lime was essential to make the rub- I large building program in 1930.
tional Church, for many years the ber tires, the steel in the body and 'The outlook for the lime industry is
church of the Case family. Besides machinery, the glass of the wind- good. and our member of the inthe many old-time friends present, shield, the leather in the cushions, the j dustry in Rockland is ready better
there were the fallowing from out of pantasote on the top. in fact prac than ever before to hold it^ own and
town, all family connections: John tically everything except the noise prosper with the return of normal
Dennis and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dennis in the horn. Maybe you will have a times. With it the City of Rockland
of New York. Mr. and Mrs. Cooney livelier interest in this common com will also prosper.
Let me ask each member as he goes
Weston and Mr. and Mrs. Nathan modity lime.
Weston of Augusta: Miss Harriet What Does the Lime Business Mean about to brag a little about Rockland
and about Rockland lime. You can
Dennis of Gardiner: and Mrs. William
to Rockland?
safely do so because it has an old
C. bow and Mrs. Winthrop Nay of
In normal times tlie Rockland & and honorable reputation and RockBoston. The bearers were Charles 1'.
Case. Edward~T5?“Bpear, William A\ • Rockport Lime Corp, and the IJme land lime as made today is better than
I
Spear, Hcmer E. Robinson, Ensign Rock Railroad furnish employment it ever was before,
to
one
or
more
members
of
nearly
I
•
•
♦
•
Otis. Calvin I. Burrows and Waite
President Wood was asked con
H. Butler: and interment was in the 400 families in Rockland. The total
'On what grounds are you seeking
| hood” in French. Mademoiselle 'Pi ou
payroll for the year 1928 amounted cerning the new industry to be es
family lot at Achorn cemetery, win r
with new life, catching the reckless
' is a graduate of a Montreal school your divorce?" "Misrepresentation.
to more than a half million dollars.
PARK
THEATRE
tablished on the lime company's
a committal service was conducted
spirit of the original novel and suc
and attends the Rockland schools to When 'l asked her to marry me she
Taxes paid the City of Rockland ptoperty by the By-Products Com
The new. reorganized Jimmie cessfully and convincingly making it
by Mr. Rounds.
learn English. Miss Margaret Adams said she was agreeable."—Daily Ok
amounted to $33,561. or 11 per cent pany.
Evans' Revue pays its annual visit one of the most interesting and en
and Miss Mary La wry were chosen lahoman.
of the total Rockland tax list.
to
Rockland
next
week
opening
its
“The announcement which ap
joyable pictures of the current seaThe display of artistic portraits
leaders for the next meeting to be
The lime industry has _-iven to
in the newspaper was per- engagement at Park Theatre Monday.
at the entrance of the Pillsbury Studio K ckland its identifying nickname i jpeared
held in two weeks.
iapS a
premature „ j^e repjje^ .»an^ This company, as' now constituted. , ’ ’
Tlie first Junior High social was
In the role of the two-fisted yet
is attracting the attention of the pub The Lime City." Each of the more
Quarterly exams were given Thurs- '
ranks as the leading revue traveling
lic. It is without question one of than a million individual barrels or possibly it will not be until spring on the Pnblix New England circuit. kindly Virginian, the awkward, hard held in the gymnasium last Friday : day and Friday in the Senior High I
the finest display portraits made by bags of lime distributed each year before ground is broken. From our There are many new faces in the riding cowboy who loses his heart to night. The pupils presented a tine School.
Current events newsreels '
program of music and recitations.
photograiphy ever seen in this city. throughout New England and New standpoint it will mean the purchase
are being shown every two weeks in
chorus as well as among the princi a charming Eastern school teacher.
Games were played until 10 o'clock. j history and civics classes. These picThe lenses used were mad • \by the York bears the printed label "Manu of fuel gas from another plant.
Gary
Cooper
proves
to
be
an
ideal
He was also interrogated regard pals. The show is replete with sens selection. His rugged, sincere per- The income from this s rial was a
at
Ilex Optical Co. of Rochester. N. Y.. factured in Rockland, Maine."
ing the competition which lime is sational dancing and its dance num formance is always believable; a por- little over $18. This money will lie ! lures are shown in the regular class
and the film used was Agfa, made by
Community
Hall
period.
They
will
be
followed
by
dis

bers
were
created
in
New
York
es

the Ansco Agfa Corp, of Binghamton. What is the Comparative Size of the having from gypsum plaster.
trayal that is sure to win the ap- used to repair the schoc^| building,
cussion and testing of the facts which
"In the East,” lie replied, "lime pecially for this year's Svans' Revue. proval of audiences everywhere.
N. Y. Mr. Fenley is in no way direct
Lime Industry in Rockland?
Spruce
Head,
Me.
I
At
the
last
meeting
of
the
Student
have been learned.
! has^held its own. Gypsunt piaster There will be no reserved seats and
ly connected with this company, but
The girl to whom Cooper loses his , Council it wo voted t i organize a
The Rockland & Rockport Lime 1 is altogether too hard, not as en the show will start at 2 p. m. and 6.30
THURSDAY,
NOV.
28
The
Latin
Club
program
for
Wed

is a user of these products only as a
heart. Mary Brian as the winsome ' chapter of the National Honor So- nesday was: Gwendolyn MacDonald.
m.
Square and Round Dances
preference. Mrs. Pillsbury and Mr. Corp, is the largest lime producer in during as lime and is distinctly in p. \YIth
the Evans Revue there will be , school teacher, is what the author eiety. This is a national < rganization Story of the Roman Home; Albert
The value of th,e ferior from the standpoint of acous
/
PRIZES
Tyler of the Pillsbury Studio are be N< w England.
the all talking picture "Paris Bound." J asked for. More beautiful than ever, made up of juniors and senior- who
ing congratulated on their success in properties in Rockland, together tics. Gypsum prices came down so in which Ann Harding and Frederic’this charming actress who scored so have att. ntd t'a highest rating in McCarty, poem. ' Fells;" Carol Gard
Smalley’s New Orchestra
with the five steel barges of the low during the summer as to almost
ner. Story of Roman Children; Edna
bringing Mr. Fenley to Rockland.
141-113
Rockland Transportation Company, put the finishing touch on lime, but March, both noted Broadway players, favorably in "The River of Romance" scholarship, lee., ershlp, service and Rosa. IMfetnn Clothing; Conundrums.
character. A small percentage of
' the manufacturer buried the hatchet are seen as tlie young married couple gives whait many consider to be the each clues is < haven and it is con
The Underwood Company recently
H.u.sac \ alley Lime Company at
prices have revived. Lime has upon whose adventures the story is finest performance of her career,
completed its sardine pack for the Adams.
Carmelita Geraghty and
Two other outstanding perform- sidered a high honor to be chosen a
Mass., represents one of the regalned 80mp Johs on which n was based.
season and early next month will
largest investments in the country nearIy down and ou( six monthg
„ Leslie Fenton appear in the roles of anPes are contributed by Walter member of this society.
begin packing clams in some form.
The third meeting of the French
Folk>wlnK is ,he compiete llst of the two who. In their separate cubits. Hyston as a Mexican cattle rustler,
The new industry has given employ devoted to lime manufacture. A few
at the
figures for the year 1928 will give ' officers of the Rockland Chamber of are responsible for the problems and by Richard Arlen as Cooper's Club was hell after scho I Wednes
We have a nice supply of FOWL,
ment to between 1.50 and 160 hands
which e nfront the wedded lovers, as wayward friend who aids Huston in day witli 26 members present. Orrin
a good idea of volume of business.
Commerce for the coming year:
CHICKENS, DUCKS and GEESE
the past summer, and the season is
well as the solutions at which they his cattle stealing schemes. A chil Bradbury and Israel Snow were lead
Limestone quarries, 27 MOO tons, of
President—Alan F. McAlary.
to drese for your Thanksgiving din
counted a success by Su.pt. Kelley in
ultimately arrive. Other Important ! dren’s matinee will be given Tuesday ers. The secretary. I.illias F.eed. was
which
200,900
tons
was
burned
into
First Vice President—H. P. Blodg
ner. Alto Fine Turnips, Squash,
spite of the fact that the work early
roles in "Paris Bound," which was di at 4 o’clock.—adv.
unable
to
be
present
and
D
rolhy
linfe
and
the
balance
shipped
for
ett.
in the season was to a considerable
and those beautiful large red
rected by Edward H. Griffith, are
Magune was appointed secretary pro
Second Vice President—Basil H.
Formerly SIM'S SHOP
extent experimental. The present flux stone, chemical purposes and
Apples, Wolf Rivers.
tilled by Ilka Chase. Juliette Crosby, f
tern.
After
a
short
business
meeting
crushed
stone.
Lime
products
A CAMDEN COLLISION
Stinson.
PARK ST.—JUST OFF MAIN
wooden building will eventually give
Hal
Cooley,
George
Irving
and
Charf
games
were
played.
Miss
Cynthia
shipped.
107.398
tons.
Loaded
freight
Treasurer—Donald C. Leach.
Put In Your Order Early
way to a permanent structure, and to
j latte Walker.—adv.
HOME COOKING
Floyd Dailey, a Camden boy, is In Wasgatt won the prize for making
Auditor—Charles A. Emery.
that etitf a concrete floor is now being cars shipped. 2,967. Barge cargoes of
the
most
French
words
from
a
long
Everything Immaculate
Directors—P. tP. Bicknell, Fred C.
a serious condition in Community
laid. The plant offers wonderful fa lime. 30. Barge cargoes of stone. 13.
French word.
Barge cargoes of other material. 44.
Ladies Invited
STRAND THEATRE
Black, Walter H. Butler, Kennedy
cilities with its size and location.
j Hospital and Earl Dodge and Albert
OPEN 7.00 A. M TO 1.00 A. M.
There was consumed: 31.300 tons Crane. Walter C. 1-add, M. B. Perry.
Mademoiselle Jeanne
Pilou of
Owen Wister's widely read novel. Gushee, youthful companions, are
Telephone 647-14
Montreal was the guest of honor. She
•Miss Corbett, city matron, is of coal. 2.096,000 k.w. hours of elec Knott C. Rankin. J. N. Soutlmrd and ‘The Virginian.” a great American
Charles S. Grotton, Mgr.
139-141
classic, has been thrillingly drama- suffering from cuts and bruises as told tlie story of "Little Red Ridlllganxious for friends to know tin se tric power. 7.418.000 barrel staves, i R. E. Thurston.
who want to help seme family or old
tlzed on the audible screen and will the result of a collision between the
couple this Thanksgiving that she
be at the Strand Theatre Monday touring car they were driving and a
will gladly supply names and ad
Tuesday and Wednesday. Heading a i Poupd owned and operated by J. A.
dresses cf deserving needy people.
distinguished vast of players are Gary grown o( Camden. The accident oc- I
Miss Corbett is in urgent need of
Cooper. Richard Arlen, Mary Brian I curred about 7 o’clock last night on
children’s clothing, especially b< ys—
and Walter Huston.
Mountain street in Camden. The ma- j
ages 7 to 10. (Phone 663-W between
In producing this famous novel and chtne in which the boys were riding
•9 and 10 a. m. Quite a number of
play as an all-talking picture Para- ;Was owned by Mrs. Alice Yates. Both (
children's mittens have been sent in.
mount lias succeeded in imbuing it cars were badly damaged.
and a great many friends would knit
in answer to Miss Corbett's appeal
*£Doing the marketing for the Thanksgiving din
did they have the yarn. Can anyone
supply that.
ner and all the other meals that are to be enjoyed

The Undersigned Rockland Druggists Will Sell For

The Next Seven Days—November 23 to November 30

Proprietary Medicines at These Cut Prices
All $1.50 Preparations Sale Price
a
a
<<
All $1.00
a
a
<(
All 75c
a
it
All 50c
a
a
it
25c
All

$1.39
89c
69c
39c
21c

Many Other Proprietary Remedies at Correspondingly Low Prices

D. L. McCarty No. End Drug Store
Sheldon’s Drug Store
C. H. Moor & Co.
Kittredge Pharmacy
High School Notes

MASQUERADE
BALL

For Thanksgiving!

EAT

Sanitary
Sandwich Shop

Frederick F. Monroe

Get That Summer Feeling
In Your Gear Shift

JftYour Thanksgiving Groceries

With our Winter Gear Oil in Your

IW. H. Woodward, keeper of the
Manana Island fog signal station, has
been commended by tlie Commis
sioner of Lighthouses for the valuable
assistance rendered by him in saving
a power trawler which became dis
abled off Monhegan Island Nov. C
With the aid of his motorboat. Mr
Woodward succeeded in towing tin
trawler a distance of two miles
through a choppy sea..

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
: : for : :

Nilo’s Repair Shop
Rockland

Spring Street

Thanksgiving Dinner

Tel. 121-W

Turkeys are Cheaper—Our
Selection Represent the Best

Sea Grill Cafe

a Thursday

WARRANT FOR CITY ELECTION
STATE OF MAINE
County of Knox, ss.
City of .Rockland j
To Robert A. Webster. Constable of tlie <'it\ ,
of Rockland.
You are hereby required in the name of .
the State of Maine, to notify and warn tlie
inhabitants of tlie several wards of tlie City
of Rockland, qualified to vote, to assemble
at their several polling places in their sev- ,
eral wards on the first Monday of December,
the same being the second day of said month,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and twenty-nine, at seven o'clock in
the forenoon, and then and there to give in
their votes for Mayor, Alderman, Member
of School (Board, Warden and Ward Clerk
The polls will open at seven o'clock in the
forenoon and close at. seven o'ch . k in the
afternoon. Tlie hoard of registration will lie
in session at their room in tlie city Build
ing on Thursday. (Friday. Saturday. Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday. Xovemher 21, 22. 2
25, 26 and 27. A. I). l'.'2.». from :• A. 'I. to
1 P. M. ; 3 to 5 I*. M. and 7 to H I’ M. for tlie
purpose of correcting the list of voters.
Hireof, Fail Not and have you there and
then this warrant with your doings thereqn.
Given under our hands in tin Cit\ o! I* -kland tills eighteenth day of November in the
year of our Lord, one thousand ninp hundred
and twenty-nine.
(Seal,
I F CARVER. Mayor
JESSE T CARROLL
J j. W. BENNER
W. A. <JLOVER
M. fl’. TRAINER
.IVSTIN L CROSS
O. S. DUNCAN
L A. THl’RSTON
Aldermen of the t'lty of Rockland
A true copy—Attest:
K. <R .KEENE
Clerk of tit' City of l'oekktnd.

t

: : at : :

Ca,pt.

John A. Stevens arrived
from Baltimore wlrere he
he left his vessel the Lavina M.
Snow discharging number from
Charleston. S. C. Capt. Stevens willl
remain at home until after Thanks
giving. He will then return to Bal
timore to bring a cargo of lumber
to Boston. He expects to stay at
home remainder of the winter.

by the family throughout the Thanksgiving holi
days is no small task. To make it easy for you let
us suggest that you make out your list Well in
advance, give it to us, and we will fill it down to
the smallest item.
,

\

Transmission

Little Chats About Your Health

71 Park Street

Rockland

Tel. 1228-W

No. 62
TABLE D’HOTE MENU

When There Is
No Turning Back

THANKSGIVING DAY
I

FRUIT COCKTAIL
TOMATO BISQUE SOUP

Far above Niagara, Lake Erie's water starts imperceptibly on

its course toward the great Falls.

OLIVES

CELERY

Slcwly its speed increases until finally an irresistible current

carries anyone caught within its mighty sweep to cretain destruc
tion.
In much the same way do habit forming drugs insidiously

SQUASH

control their victims until their hold is as hard to resist as the

current which plunges over Niagara.
NUTS

The way to avoid such a danger is obvious.

ROAST NATIVE TURKEY
or
NATIVE ROAST CHICKEN
CRANBERRY SAUCE
MASHED POTATO
FLUM PUDDING, HARD SAUCE
CHOICE OF PUMPKIN OR MINCE PIE
RAISINS
TEA, COFFEE OR MILK

Take nothing of a habit forming nature unless under the

Music

guidance of your physician.

Always trust health matters to him and let us Fill your pre

Native Turkeys Rhode Island
Turkeys Western Turkeys
Native Geese Ducks and Duck
lings Fresh Killed Fowl
and Chickens
. -

. ’ .

.

;

,

_______

Z

Why Not Remember Some Friend With An Attractive Thanksgiving Basket
TURNIP

CIDER

Endive
Hubbard Squash
Pascal Celery
Native Celery
Cukes
Tomatoes

Iceberg Lettuce
Spinach
Peppers
Cauliflower
Sweet Potatoes
Onions

Pears
Layer Raisins
Figs
Dates
Mixed Nuts
Pop Com
Ribbon Candy

Apples—
Delicious
McIntosh
Grape Fruit
Oranges
Grapes

Price $1.25

scriptions.

QUALITY

CORNER DRUG STORE

TEL. 353

Prescription Druggists

Main and Limerock Streets

Rockland

SERVICE

Served I 2 o’clock noon, to 10 P. M.

MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.

1

“Not How Cheap But How Good”

TEL. 353

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 23, 1929
“ON MY SET"

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Xov. 25—Annual ball of R. V. F. A.
Snow’s liall, Water street.
Nov. 2«—K'hapln Class beueflt bridge at
Mrs. Howard Dunbar’s.
Xov. 27—Union Thanksgiving service at
Congregational Church.
Xov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving dance given by
American Legion Auxiliary at Temple hall.
Nov. 28—'Knox County Fish and Game Asso
ciation turkey shoot at Oakland Park.
Nov. 28—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
W. M. Little. [Changed date !
Nov. 29—-Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Math? Little, 360 Broadway.
Xov. 29-30—Camden Meguntkook Grange*
Fair.
»
Pec 2—City election.
pec. 2—Monthly meeting of City Governnieot.
2—Shakespeare Society meets with
Mls« Alice Erskine.
Dec. <- Chriaunai Bazaar at St. PeWt’a
Church.
a M .
Dec. 4-3—Thomaston. Ladles’ Aid of Fed
erated Church fair Dec. 4 and supper Dec. 5.
Dec. 4—Rockport Ladles' Aid, M. E.
Church Christmas fair.
Pec. 6—Thomaston—Episcopal Ladles Guild
hold a sale.
Dec. 11—Annual fair, Methodist churwi.
Per 11—Rockport Baptlat UfflM'
circle (air.
Pec li—Rockland (trade schools close.
Pec. IS—Rockport schools close.
Pe< 18—Monthly neetinc of BaptiA Men s
IXpec* 20—Rockland High School closes.

pee

Opportunity was afforded me
for a late sesaion Thursday night,
and I found the dial a moat responaive one. Inside of an hour I
identified these stations: WEE1,
WNAC, WBZ, Boston; WPG,
Atlantic City; WRNY, WEAF,
and WJ2, New York; WTAffl,
Cleveland; WFBR and WBAL,
Baltimore; WJR, Detroit; WGN,
Chicago; W/OR, Newark; WLW,
Cincinnati; KDKA, Pittsburg;
WOWO, Fort Wayne. There were
perhaps a dozen other stations
which I could not identify, either
because of “Stormy lines” or lack
of patience. The situation begins
to saver -of winter reception.
Stock market quotations broad
cast Saturday evenings by WGY’s
short wave stations are meeting
a long felt need, according to
many correspondents in the Canal
Zonk and the islands of the Car
ibbean.

.». ♦ ♦

And of course we shall all be
listening in this afternoon to hear
Graham McNamee broadcast that
great annual football classic,
Harvard and Yale.

lit H. HarratWn of Portland will l»e
the Forty Club speaker Monday.

The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon wdith Mrs. Frank
Maurice Morton of Friendship has S. Sherman, 80 Camden street.
bousht the Jones house on New
There will be a well baby confer
County road and bias moved Into St. ence at the Red Cross rooms Tues

SERMONETTE

t

CROSLEY
RADIO

$135.00

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

—*

THANKSGIVING SALE

Hunger and Thirst
Blessed are they which do hunger and
thirst after righteousness for they shill
he filled.—Jesus Christ.

There are basic reasons for the
continuous work of our religious
life. First of ail, the hunger of
the human soul after righteous
ness
Vou cannot satisfy this
universal need by economic or
philosophic
formulas.
Isaiah
knew this and lie urged the people
to follow after righteousness.
‘Harken unto me, ye that would
know righteousness, people in
whohe heart is my law: fear ye
not men. neither be ye afraid of
tijgir revilings, for the moth aha 1
aj: them up like a garment, and
the worm shall eat them like wool,
but my righteousness shall be for
ever. and my salvation from gen
eration to generation.”
Christ told the woman of Sa
maria that the water, he should
give “Would he in him that drank,
a well springing up into everlast
ing life."
Common-sense teaches that no
soul is helped or saved by empty
formulas Vmt hy the development
of spiritual life within the man
himself. The Master said plainly,
”1 am the way. the truth and tlie
life, and no man cometh to the
Father save by me.”
W. A. H.

day afternoon from 2 to 4 o’clock.
There will he a meeting at 3 o’clock Bnhies are to be weighed and meas
Wednesday of the Woman's Asso ured.
ciation of the First Baptist Church
ir. the vestry.
Ralph Thorndike and Fred Drew,
.employes of the Thorndike Hotel arc
The funeral services of France^ driving new cars, the former a Ford
M., wife of Phineas Kirk, will be held cabriolet and the latter a Chevrolet
Monday at 2 o’clock at the West sedan.
F.ockport chapel.
Tlie Gospel Mission services will be\
Manager Frank C. Pratt of the
Held Sunday afternoon at 2.30. con
Car 1600 bringing General Manage?
oktal telegraph office Is having his
ducted by James Clark, and in the
E. C. Dudley, Engineer Wheeler, and
annual fortnight’s vacation. C. A.
Supts. Rooney and Stronge of the Pease is on duty daytimes during his evenihg at 7.30 by Mr. Staples.
....
Maine Central Railroad, was here absence.
At the Congregational Church to
Tuesday.
morrow morning the Rev. Charles D»
Donation Day will be observed at
Members of the Congregational the Home for Aged Women Tuesday. Crane will preach the sermon. His
Sunday School are hereby reminded Mrs. Lester Sherman will be glad to subject will be “Contentment.” Tlie
to bring their gifts for A Home for call for any contributions if there are Pilgrim Choir will sing. The Church
Aged Women tomorrow at the Sun those who have no way to get them School will convene at the noon hour.
The Comrades of the Way will meet
day School hour.
to the Home.
In the vestry at 6 o'clock.
• • * ♦
An item of rather unusual interest
‘Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl Scouts,
First
Church
of Christ, Scientist.
is found in the large advertisement meets Monday afternoon in the Union page three whereby four drug versaiist vestry at 4 o'clock, when Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 10.30 o'clock.
gists are uniting in a special sale of.
Yijdhe merit badges will be presented, Subject of lesson sermon. “Soul and
proprietary medicines for a week.
vaptain Beverage asks all girls to Body." Sunday School at 11.45. The
•take their ropes.
reading room is located at 400 Main
The union Thanksgiving service
street, over Daniels' jewelry store,
will be held in the Congregational
Albert Emery, son of Charles A. and is open each week day from 2 to
' Church next Wednesday evening at
Emery, Pacific street, a freshman at 5 o'clock.
7.30 o’clock. Rev. Jesse* Kenderdfne
the University of Pennsylvania, came
....
of the Methodist Church will preach
out fifth highest In one of his studies
At St. Peter's Church. Episcopal,
the sermon.
Oaring the recent exams. This was Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Ciei.. .is »to
v. be
ws. installed
-- — Jnost gratifying in view of the fact ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
A sprinkler -a.I
system
' hat 24 members of the class did nob for the Sunday next before Advent:
at the Senter Crane department store. S?hat
Holy Communion at 7.30: matins and
Excavation on the Main street pave- Tass.
ment is necessitated, but will be done B
.
, , sermon at 10.30; Church School at
by the company as speedily as pos- ‘ The Old Fashioned Singing School noon: ‘evensong and sermon at St.
• b, ,
ineets Monday evening in K. of P. John Baptist Church, Thomaston at
___
Mi ss Bertha .McIntosh, director, 7 p. m.
» • • •
All those serving on the circle sup- Bvishes all who desire to be in the en
per Deo. 4 and mambers of the en- tertainment and dance scheduled for
Rev. L. G. I’erry speaktfat the Lit
tertainment committee of the Con- '»**• 2 to be present at this meeting tlefield Memorial Church Sunday
gregatlonal Church are requested to f°r a full rehearsal and outline of the morning ot 10.30 from the subject
"Let Us Give Thanks," and again at
attend an important business meetPlans7.15 from the topic "What Mean Ye
ing in the vestry Tuesday, at 4 o’clock.
.
__
President C. Dwight Stevens of the By This Service?"
The choir will
Joseph Leopold, the New York f^Iainc Elks Association has appointed render special music at both serv
grifflftK rt.Tghate- flew -to VfhaHIAVeK a number of committees. The name ices. Bible School meets at 11.45 and
The
yesterday
On its return trip the of A. C. Jones appears on the grand B.YSP.U. (Convenes at 6.15.
plane brought J. W. Booth of New lodge, lapsation and ritualistic com monthly missionary meeting comes
mittees,
and
that
of
E.
B.
MaeAllisTuesday at 7.15.
Haven. C. Harry Rogers of Rockport,
....
Mass., and W. C. Clifford of Bethel, ter is found on the lapsation and
Rev. Stanley Manning of Angusta.
Vt„ who are in this section on a tour printing committees.
State Superintendent, will preach at
of inspection.
A meeting of the executive board the Church of Immanuel (UniversaThe World Wide Guild of Little and advisory council of the Knox list) Sunday morning at 10.30 hav
field Memorial Church will give an County Fish and Game Association ing for his topic "An Ideal Thanks
entertainment Monday evening in will be held Tuesday, at the grill room giving." The quartet will sing two
the vestry. There will be musical of Hotel Rockland. .Supper will be anthems:1 "Thanks Be To God,’
numbers, readings, and two playlets. ' served at 6.30 p. m. This will be an Spence and "Sing Forth Thanksgiving
“The Clinic of a Missionary Doctor.'' i important meeting ond it is hoped to Praises." Pease. Church School and
and an Americanization play, called Jiave present the deputy commissioner the Knickerbocker Class at noon.
Junior Y.P.C.U. will meet at 3 o'clock,
"The Neighbors." A silver offering for an Informal conference.
| with Constance Knickerbocker, lead
will be taken.
Our football prophet looks to see er. and Senior Y.P.C.U. at 6 o'clock
Miss Mabel Greeley, clerk in the Harvard beat Yale, iwRh an even with Misses Lucy Marsh and Nellie
auditing department of the Belfast money proposition. He sees Notre Lawrence, leaders, Richard Stoddard
and Moosehead Lake Railroad Cora%. Dame a 5 to 3 favorite over North will give a trumpet solo.
« ♦ . •
pany at Belfast, is at the office of western; Lehigh a 5 to 4 favorite over
At
Pratt
Memorial
Methodist
the Wiscasset, Waterville and Farmf OLfayette; Illinois a 5 to 4 favorite
ington Railway Company at Wiscas over Ohio State; California a 10 to 9 Church the subject ot the morning ser
set this week, assisting in the trans favorite over Leland Stanford and mon will lie "Tlie Church That Grew
ferring of the business and account thirdue a 5 to 4 favorite over Indiana. Strong Through Missionary Sacri
fice." The choir will sing "O Give
ing affairs of that company to Bals’ 1C,
fast.
The Past Grands and Past Noble Thanks Unto the Lord," Sydenham,
Grands Association met Wednesday and "With Songs and Honors," Fill
Homeword hound front Bangor, on evening at Odd Fellows hall with sup- more, Sunday School convenes at 12
what was to have been his last voy- ber, a ‘business session and an infor o'clock noon. The young people of
age of the season Capt. William O. mal social. Speeches were made by the Epworth League will meet at 6
Elliott of Bath dropped dead on the several of the members, and musical p. nt. to consider the second discus
sc|iooner Mabel A. Frye yesterday numbers were also much enjoyed. sion of the topic: "Getting More out
afternoon immediately after anchor Round Pond. Waldoboro. Camden, of Newspapers and Magazines." Miss
had been dropped outside of Rock Warren and Roekland were repre Jennie Cross will be leader. At the
evening service the pastor. Rev. Jesse
land Breakwater, Dr. F. F. Brown sented.
Kenderdfne, wifi deliver the second
was suuwnoned by the captain of the srr.
■ -- ■
mission yacht Sunbeam, but found
The Pentecostal Mission. 299 Main •ermon of the series on the Apostle
that death had probably been instan- street is to give Thanksgiving din Paul. This one is entitled "Pau!:
taheous. Capt. Elliott was 59. and is ners to 50 deserving children. Needy The Christian." The choir will sing
survived by his wife two sons and youngsters are asked to come to the "God So Loved the World." from
one daughter. He had sailed vessels hall this afternoon for free tickets. Stainer's “Crucifixion." Church fam
of the Deering fleet, and in recent I*n‘ a,i;day”’”'^n will be held ily night on Tuesday beginning with
years had been in the employ of ■Thanksgiving Day and meetings will supper at 6. There will be a short
Crowell, Thurlow & Co.
be held every night at 7 o'clock. Din- table address by George Gay. The
Ltier contributions may be sent to the theme of the devotional hour will be
,
Novelty dance, Dec. 2, at K.P. hall • Hall or to Chester B. Staples, 16 "The Plan of Jesus."
....
Rockland, auspices Old Fashioned Marine street.
"Millionaires," Is to be the subject
Singing School.
141-144
of Mr. MacDonald's sermon on
BORN
The choir
PEABODY—At Appleton, Xov. 19, to Mr. and Thanksgiving Sunday.
“Hullo! Bought a saxophone?"
will sing. “Oil. taste and see how gra
“No; I borrowed it from the man,: Mrs. Quincy I'cabody, a son, Harold.
S1VANHOLM—At Thomaston, Xov. 20, to Mr. cious," Gross, and “Ye shall dwell in
ne'it door."
ana Mrs. t'arl Swanltolm, a daughter.
the land," Stainer. Mrs. Marston and
“But you oan't play it.”
Mr. Constantine will sing “O give
“Neither can he while I've got it.’ —i
Died
thanks.” Smart. The Sunday School
London Tid-Bits.
" *
LIBBY -At Warren, Nor. 20. Charles L. Libby, will meet at 12 o'clock with classes
aged 88 years, 2 months, 16 days. Funeral for all ages.
The Endeavorers will
s Sunday at 2 o’clock from late residence.
have their meeting at 6 o'clock, with
ELLIOT—At Rockland. Xov. 22. Capt. Wil "Thanksgiving through
Thankslivliam Elliot, aged 59 years. Burial in Bath.
Ing" as the topic of discussion. The
FEAFODY—At Appleton. Xov. 19, Harold, son
evening service will open with a
of Mr. and Mrs. Quincy 'Peabody.
Thanksgiving song service.
The
l’JLIJOT—At Thomaston, Xov. 22. Ella, widow
choir will sing, “Oh, give thanks unto
of KJeorge Elliot.
Gl’SnEE—At Keithsburg. Ill., Xov. —, Joseph the Lord," Lowden and "Be glad O ye
Gushee, formerly of Appleton, aged 70 years. Righteous.” ‘Smart.
A cornet solo,,
"Ich Liebe Dich." Grieg, will be played
CARD OF THANKS
by Oram iLawry. Mr. MacDonald
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to will speak on the subject, “A Oreat
kind1 friends,
thoughtful
neighbors
and Discovery." A prayer meeting con
I. O. 0. F. bodtfe at Union for the many kind
ducted in the old fashioned way drew
nesses and expressions of sympathy shown
out 122 people last Tuesday evening.
‘ SCREEN GRID
us thr6ugh these days 6f sorrow’.
Mrs. Emma Alden, Edward B. Alden
The same kind of a meeting will be
The
Sewingr
Circle
of
the
Auxiliary
held this Tuesday evening at T.15.
Console Model
of Winslow-Holbrook Post A. B. "The Temple of God," will be the sub
meets Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock ject.
in the Legion hall for work. In addi
tion to a large amount of relief sew
Rockland's first touch of winter
ing plans for the Christmas sale and made itself apparent last night with
supper of Der. 14 are to be drawn up. a recorded temperature of 10 above.
At 6 o'clock circle supper for members E. B. Rideout, the WEEI forecaster,
complete with 7 tubes
and their families will be served, a made direful predictions for tonight
small admission being made for those and Sunday, promising snow and rain
ask for demonstration
‘who furnish, and the regular price for w ith gales along the coast.
others. At 7.30 the regular meeting
takes place,'at which members are
The People’s Laundry, Limerock
asked to bring their contribution of street, is prepared to lighten your
groceries to be sent Tuesday to a household burdens at only Hominal
worthy local family. The treasurer expense. Telephone 170 and let us
reminds tlie members that the bal call for your family wash and return
632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ance of the annual dues should be it to you immaculate. The cost 19
surprisingly low,
124-tf
paid at this meeting.
140-142

Tone Tested
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A famous mince-meat recipe, made
with the best of beef, apples, spices,
fruits and sweet cider. Extra good
and really economical. Famous pies

it makes—packed in one and two
lb. jars and tins.

Among the reasons to be thankful this year is the Low
Price at which you will be able to buy your table needs for
the holiday. As usual we shall have a wonderful display
of Native Roasting Chickens, Ducks and Geese. The Tur
keys this year are extra good in quality while the price
is Extremely Reasonable and Pork to roast is of good
quality with a large difference in price between Heavy
Hog Loins and the Little Pig Loins.

Plum Pudding

IT IS A GOOD PLAN TO SHOP EARLY

HEINZ

HEINZ
Mince Meal

HEINZ
Fig Pudding
J

Fancy TURKEYS PORK to Roast
Fancy Fresh Dressed Birds
Almost Any Size and a Large Lot
to Select From

lb 42c

Strictly Fresh Little Pig Loins in
Cuts to Suit. Remember, we are
offering little pig loins, not heavy
hog loins

F
CHICKENS Many Fine Birds
tancy DUCKS A Limited Supply
native ViE
itircr
EjOIL Make Selection Early

Thanksgiving Needs—Attractive Prices
Fancy Suet for your
Citron cut to suit

puddiog

lb 39c
HOLIDAY SPECIALS

lb 10c Cigarettes
2
lb 38c Fancy Dates in bulk

Walnuts sweet new crop lb 24c

Mixed Nuts a line mixture
Fruits for Salad no. 1 can

lb 25c

lb 23c
23c

Fruit Cake large loaf__________ 49c

packages 23c

lb
Layer Figs also in packages
lb
Fig Bars fresh baked 2 lbs
Ribbon Candy
2 lb box
Fancy Pop Corn on the Cob

15c
29c
25c
39c

4 lbs 25c

PICKLES in Bulk and Bottles

Bell’s Poultry Seasoning a necessity
pkg 9c
Plain Sour all cukes
lb 25c Swan’s Down Cake Flour
pkg 32c
Sweet Plain all small cukes
lb 38c Moxie
2 bottles contents 27c
2 bottles 29c
Sweet Mixed many varieties
lb 38c Ginger Ales any kind
Raisins seeded or seedless
2 pkgs 19c
Midgets sweet
lb60c
pkg 19c
Sweet Mustard a favorite
lb 28c Dromedary Dates
All Varieties in Bottles and Jars Whitehouse Coffee
lb 39c
OLIVES
Queen in bulk
Stuffed
Large Ripe Olives

Cranberries
Fancy Celery

lb 55c
lb 60c
can 57c

2 qts 29c
fancy bunch

Fancy Sage Cheese

19c

lb 39c

Honey in Comb
35c
Strained Honey jar
IOC-25C-35C-55C
Delicious Apples giant size 3 for 25c
McIntosh Red Apples 6 for 25c
Grapefruit large size 3 for 29c
Oranges 19c-29c-39c-49c-75c
Cream Cheese
lb 49c

Crisco
lb can 23c
Common Crackers
lb 16c
Pure Preserves assorted
25c
Sour Krout'
2 lbs 19c
Sweet Potatoes
5 lbs 25c
Fancy Dry Onions
5 lbs 25c
Parsley
bunch 10c
lb’ 29c
Tomatoes fancy hothouse
Pitted Dates
pkg 25c
Pulled Figs
pkg 39c
Layer Figs
pkg 15c-33c
Stuffed Dates
pkg 69c
Rocquefort Cheese
lb 75c
Edam Cheese
each $1.50
Frozen Strawberries
lb 25c
FrozenRaspberries
lb 29c

Perry’s Market

BREAKS OWN RECORD

SWAN’S ISLAND

Needless

Pain T
Some folks take pain for granted.
They let a cold “run its course.”
They wait for their headaches to “wear off.”
If suffering from neuralgia or from neuritis,
they rely on feeling better in the morning.
Meantime, they suffer unnecessary pain.
Unnecessary, because there is an antidote.
Bayer Aspirin always offers immediate relief
from various aches and pains we once had to
endure. If pain persists, consult your doctor
as to its cause.
Save yourself a lot of pain and discomfort
through the many uses of Bayer Aspirin. Pro
tect yourself by buying the genuine. Bayer is
safe. Always the same. All drugstores.

BAYER ASPIRIN
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

This Radio Free!
We will give

ABSOLUTELY
FREE
an all-electric

Philco
Radio
A ticket free with
every 25c
purchase
«
Mail Orders Promptly
Attended to

D. L. McCarty
Northend Drug Store
Rankin Block

WANTED

i
*
*
*
*
*
*
t
*
*
t
*
|
*
*
*

*

Every-Othcr-Day
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By ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION FIVE HUNDRED MORE DEPOSITORS.
We HELP YOU by DIVIDENDS which have been
at the rate of 5>/2 % PER ANNUM since 1905. Your
deposits enable us to HELP YOUR NEIGHBORS
AND FRIENDS. They are loaned to them on FIRST
MORTGAGES ON REAL ESTATE in this vicinity,
which is the best security obtainable anywhere. Your
monthly deposits may be as LIT I LE AS $ 1.00, or as
MUCH AS $50.00, or any sum between, and they
may start at any time. WHY NOT COMMENCE
NOW ? Come in and find out more about the
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION. We love to answer questions and our office
is at 18 School street (first floor) opposite the Postoffice.

135Stf

Mre. Hattie D. Kent is in the Dea
coness Hospital, Somerville, for a
surgical operation. She was accom
panied there by her daughter. Mrs
William Freethy.
The Ladies’ Aid met last week at
the home of Mrs. Lucy Smith.
Herman Staple* met with a serious
accident on Saturday when his truck
loaded with cord wood' went over the
bank near what is called Cottles
Cove. Mr. Staples crawled out from
under the load and was slowly makj ing his way up over the bank when
| he was discovered. No bones were
broken and he escaped with a severe
shaking up.
Owing to the bad storm Monday
the Bodwell did not make her usual
trip. Much damage was done to the
lobster traps during the storm, some
fishermen reported as many as 100
traps missing.
Rachel Moulden who has had employmenut in Rockland is at home
again.
The Baptist Ladies Aid held a 25cent supper on Wednesday evening
at the home of Mrs. Roscoe Joyce.
Mrs. Almond Jellison entertained
the Whoopee Club Wednesday with
luncheon and cards. Honors went to
Mrs. Moulden, Mrs. Leroy Stanley.
Mrs. Roger Joyce, Mrs. Lew Conary.
Mrs. Chester Ames will entertain
next week.
■
Miss Rachel Moulden has arrived
home after spending a few weeks in
Rockland.

RAMBLES AFIELD

Rockport’s Carnival Has
Proven Successful—Final
Sessions Today
All attendance records went hy the
board last night at the opening ses
sion of Rockport's Carnival, held in
Rockport Town hall. Over 1,000 per
sons were on hand in the evening
and the afternoop session was like
wise popular. Tlie program was re
ceived with enthusiasm and will be
repeated in part tonight. This aft
ernoon's session will feature the
Camden Boys’ Band in a continuous
program 2.30 to 5.30.
The concluding session tonight will
of course be the high light with Its
special vaudeville program and the
giving away of the Steinite radio.
There will be free dancing with mu
sic by the Carnival Orchestra. The
affair is under the auspices of and
its proceeds go to senior class of
Rockport High School and their
Washington trip. With the town
committees the youngsters have
worked untiringly as the handsome
decorations, fine attractions and rec
ord breaking crowds testify.

NORTH HAVEN

OUR COAST DEFENSE

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

Whit Lies Beyond the Mountain?
This question with its variations
has furnished the basis for many a
work of Action, but I am taking it in
its literal sense und applying it to
our own deur mountain which forms
the back ground to our little city. I
think 1 never fully appreciated its
beauty until I came round Owl's
Head in a steamer one morning at
sunrise and saw it against the west
ern sky with the city nestled at its
foot and the rays of the morning sun
gilding its crest and glorifying the
whole scene.
Front that time I have felt a per
sonal interest In our mountain which
amounts to a sense of ownership
and I often take visitors to my back
door to get a broader view and a
clearer understanding of "my moun
tain." Yes, 1 know it is not much of
a mountain as far as height goes. I
but even so. when tired and discour
aged with overwork—with work en
tirely unsuited for a woman's hands.
I have found comfort in resting a
moment while gazing toward its top
and repeating the old familiar

News Notes Concerning the
Three Knox County Artil

]lft up mlne eyea unt<> the

hills from whence cometh my help."
After a five months’ visit in North
So much for the sentimental side;
Haven Mrs. A. B. Aycrlgg accompan
now for the more practical. Howlery Batteries
ied by Miss Marion Ferguson left on
many children. 1 wonder, and perthe noon boat Wednesday for their
Capt. Carlton H. Hammond was in 1 haps older folks as well have looked
home in New York. They were re
Boston the past wek on a business up at our mountain which seems to
luctant to leave saying that they have
trip for the Lawrence Portland Com wall In the city from the surround
never known such a wonderful sum
pany. Lieut. Shute was in command ing territory, and felt the desire to
mer and fall as this year in all the of Battery E (Camden) during Capt. , explore—to get beyond that high wall
many years that North Haven has Hammond's absence.
I and find what is on the other side.
been their summer home.
• • • •
"What lies beyond the mountain?"
In the Atwater-Kent audition Wed
• • • *
At the regular drill of Battery E
nesday night many who listened to
Monday a competition in the manual
I. who was raised near its foot,
the contest for range of voice, sus of arms was held. A prize of $2.50
tained notes, etc., voted for number was donated by the members of the having explored every inch of it and
miles beyond, am perhaps as nearly
one. in the most difficult selec
battery and 25 men entered the con qualified as one can well be to tell
tion "The Bell.
Number one is
test. Major Brown, Lieut. Willard you what lies beyond. But unless
Miss Agnes Skillins of Springvale
who represented Maine among the and Lieut. Shute were the judges. you are a real nature lover you will,
When the smoke had cleared away be disappointed, for with the excep
contestants for honors and the 15.000
the winter was announced—Private tion of the one long road extending
award, in the North Eastern district.
from the Rockport line into Thomas
Miss Skillins sung in the Rubinstein Dean.
ton nature reigns supreme for miles.
concert in Rockland last winter. It
Instructions have been received
The r?ad itself is grass-grown be
; is hoped that some time next summer
from the Acting Secretary of War tween the ruts a great part of the
she may visit North Haven and be
that the badge of mourning will be way, though in fair condition for
heard in person.
worn by ail officers of the Army for travel, but to me it seems a rather
North Haven soil is certainly
a period of one month as a mark of melancholy ride, for most of the
adapted to the raising of apples. It
respect for Hon. James W. Good. houses I knew as a child have dis
seems a pity that in so many places
Secretary of War. whose death oc appeared. and their former tenants
so much, good fruit should be left to
curred in Washington, Nov. 18. The are dead1 or scattered in other parts
rot upon the ground. It would seem
badge of mourning consists of a black of the earth. The Jim Welch house
that fruit, sheep and fine registered
band on the left sleeve of the coat and which has sheltered so many families,
stock might well beecome profitable
overcoat and a bow of black on the has literally fallen to pieces and lies
industries upon the island.
saber hilt.
there in a heap like the skeleton of
Sunday at the 11 o’clock service the
• • « •
something that once had life. It was
pastor will preach upon the theme
The drill of Battery F (Thomaston) a rare treat to me when I was al
"Thanks be to God for His unspeak
was marked for the excellent turn lowed to take my knitting work and
able gift." At night there will be held
out Wednesday night—the largest go over the hills to spend the day
a community Thanksgiving service. I
turnout in Knox County since camp. with Susie Welch who could knit as
I It will be gratifying if as many memI bers as possible of the Knights of | Lieut. Feyler. who is in command of fast as I could, and our knitting was
' Pythias, the Sisterhood and the the battery during Capt. Gray's ab- all the entertainment we had or ex
1 Grange attend. Instead of holding a • seene, is greatly pleased with the pected.
Of course we had preserves and
'service Tuesday night at the North, °"lng
• • • «
cake and other little extras on the
J East schoolhouse, Wednesday night a
Lieut. John H. Brubaker of Bat- supper table, but little did 1 care for
( Thanksgiving program, arranged by
Miss Edith Beverage with the pupils ter>' G (Rockland) was present for that. It was treat enough for me to
of her school, will be carried out. The I
P^haps be his last drill be with girls of my own age for sev
service will begin at 7.30.
Iwlth the battery as he
left »«<*-, eral hours. There were two others
Thursday seems to have been the land ,0 engage in new business rela- besides Susie, but one was older and
one younger than myself, so I al
coldest morning of the fall. The mer- tlons'
ways called the trip a visit to Susie
cury registered in the early morning
The tentative date of the first regi Welch. The name was really Walsh,
around twenty. Monday a few nas
mental officers' school for the. officers but nobody called it so, therefore I
turtiums were picked in one place.
Wednesday Parker Stone returned j
the 240th is set for Dec. 7-8 in Port- spell R as wc pronounced it then.
• • • •
from an extended hunting trip in the ',andwoods of Maine north of Patten. He
Where the Tim Brown house stood
brought home with him a fine deer.
KNOW ‘‘WINTERGAS’’ there are a few scattered stones
William Lobly is the owner of a
marking the foundations of the house
new Dodge runabout.
which had no cellar, and - close by
Thurston
Oil
Co.
Is
Distribut

North Haven Grange will give a
stands a solitary plant of rhubarb
shower party for Mr. and Mrs. Ber
ing Great Boon To the which I doubt not has furnished
nard Mills at the Grange meeting
many a luscious pie for the big
Saturday evening. Refreshments will
Motorists
family. Five girls and five boys were
be served.
raised in this house and all are gone
A. Whitmore and family started
At last someone has done something except the three youngest boys.
Wednesday for Sarasota. Fla., going about the weather besides complain Even the spring from which all their
by steamer Westport to Rockland, ing of the cold. R. C. Kahle, Presi water was brought for household
continuing from there by automobile. dent of the Beacon Oil Company, purposes has been trodden about by
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Lermond left Boston. Massachusetts, recounts how
Tuesday for Florida.
it happened.
E. E. Demmens and Ira Whitmore
"Long ago." he says, "automotive
are building a shed onto the barn for engineers learned that a brand of gas
H. C. Parsons.
oline that worked very well in Texas
The Northeast school will give a or California might not prove so reThanksgiving program Wednesday at lllaible during the cold spells experi
the schoolhouse.
enced in New York State. Massa
A motorboat belonging to J. Owen chusetts, or Vermont. This is be
Quinn came ashore during the storm cause a drop in temperature has a
Monday night and was quite badly decided effect on the way a motor
damaged.
functions, especially before the cylin
A. C. Dyer is sawing wood. He has ders are warmed to their work.
an engine and saw installed in a Ford
'Our own engineers studied the
ton truck and is ready for work in a situation. They found, for instance,
that, while Boston and New York
jiffy.
Sympathy is extended to the Ames’ City varied only 0.1 degree in average
family at Calder wood's Neck in their November temperature throughout
recent bereavement.
the past five years, the difference In
IH. S. Beverage recently visited at climatic conditions between Dallas.
the Waterman farm, South Thomas Texas, and New York City was 11.7
ton.
degrees. San Francisco's thermome
Addle Carver returned home Tues ters registered 12.4 degrees higher
day from a visit with relatives In than those in Boston.
Rockland, Camden and Vinalhaven.
"Obviously, a gas made specially
Moving pictures were postponed for New York State and New England
from Monday to Tuesday evening on was needed. The Beacon Oil Com
account of “no lights” caused by a pany experimented for many months
broken wire on the electric line.
with various gasolines and varying
processes before Colonial Wintergas
was finally put on the market. It
HOPE
made such a hit with motorists dur
ing last winter thaht its reappear
Larkin Safford Wentworth
ance this year was a foregone con
They're on the air every Mon
Larkin Safford Wentworth, 76. died clusion.
But the 1929-30 Colonial
day evening from 7:30 to 8:00
of pneumonia at the home of his Wintergas is even faster on the start
at Station WTIC. Perform
daughter, Mrs. Carl Merrifield, in and on the pickup than before. That's
ance is sponsored by The Si
Hope, Nov. 14. Although he was why we've christened It the “Doubleconfined to his bed for only two Quick" gas.
lent Glow Oil Burner Cor
weeks he had been In failing health
Two special processes, according to
poration, one of the largest
for the past two years and had been Mr. Kahle, make Colonial Wintergas
and oldest oil burner manu
lovingly cared for by his daughter. possible. One “cages" the most vola
facturing companies in the
He will be remembered as a kind and tile elements in the crude. The oth
country.
accommodating neighbor by many er weeds out the heavy "keroseney
Notable among these burn
friends in Lincolnville, where he •borderland" elements, that tend to
lived for over 30 years. Mr. Went slow down motor operation in any
ers is the Silent Glow Oil
worth is survived by his daughter, weather—and especially in winter.
Range—a complete, modern
Because the Beacon Oil Company
Mrs. Ora Merrifield of Hope, a son
oil burning range which bakes,
A. Oscar Wentworth of Bristol, Conn., Is the only one that manufactures
broils, roasts and fries for one
one grandson Vernon Merrifield, a and refines exclusively in its terri
cent an hour. Guaranteed for
step-son Alfred Fletcher of Braintree, tory, speedy distribution of Colonial
Mass., two sisters Mrs. Emma Rip Wintergas has been possible. All
five years. REMEMBER...
ley of Searsmont, and Mrs. Flora Gil green-and-xvhite Colonial pumps in
this
city
now
have
Colonial
Winter

man of Pittsfield; three brothers, Al
bert A. and Alphonso P. of Lincoln gas. and will be kept supplied with
ville and Nathan B. of Searsrpont. and this double-quick gas throughout the
cold weather months.
a number of nieces and nephews.
Services were held from the home
of his daughter Nov. 17, Bev. Mr.
ST. GEORGE
Wave length, 282.S Meter.
MacDonald of Rockland officiating.
There will be services at the First
Interment was made in Lincolnville. Baptist Church Sunday evening at
Every Monday Night
Why do wo weep for the one who ha« gone,
7 o’clock. The auditorium iyis just
Why do the tear drops fall?
been thoroughly redecorated and it is
He has finished this life, hla work is done;
7:30
hoped that it will be filled with peo
He has answered his Master’s call.
ple at this service.
In a beautiful land In the Great Unknown

•»y
all means
meet

No word of your personal business will
ever come from your safe deposit box un
less you say that word.

Complete privacy and sure protection are
yours when you rent one of our safe de

posit boxes.
The cost is only a few cents a month. See

about it now.

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK
Thomaston, Maine

Station

WTIC

In the place that we call Heaven
We will meet all our dear ones by and by
Where eternal life Is given.

The wise modern housewife shares
her burdens and lets The People's
Seasick Passenger (on friend's Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
yacht)—I say, what about going rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
back? After you’ve seen one wave, service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf
you've seen them all.—Pathfinder.

R. C. SMALL
STONINGTON, ME.

A. T. NORWOOD
WARREN, ME.
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(Nineteenth Ramble]

"T/ie Professionals

The Lips of a Safe Deposit
Box Are Mute

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

w;

j

1

2b 24
r

2>i

30
32
2)4

1

CLARION
If you want
a

55

$

1*

42)

42

QUALITY

46

We have it.

52

SERVICE

44

49

56

57

feL)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
43-A genus of tropical 15- A snare
1-Breaks suddenly
American plants
16- A playing card
5-To frighten
46-An excursion
9-Makea by tatting
17- Suffix denoting
48-Nominal
11-Off
inflammation
50-The art of using the 19_A "fl'bbeP
12- Above
bow
14-A cut of meat
21-One who uses
16-A Scripture proper 52- Article
24-The line where
53- Girl's name
name
earth and sky meet
54- A sacred language
17- Exlete
27-At no time
18- Resembling an open
of India
55-An ending of nouns 29-A famous French
hand
author
20-To put something
56-A food-fish
33- Am not (colloq.)
less severe In
57-Depended
34- Normal
place of
;59-ln that place
36- Any trifle
22-Pen-name of Charles 60-Tidal waves
37- A noted French
Lamb
artist
VERTICAL
23-The upper
38- Agony
atmosphere
|39-To climb
1- A compress for
25- An Egyptian
4l)-The wife of
wound
goddess
Abraham
2- Within
26- Merits
la
3-Deserving the palm 41-Dreadful
28-Eagles
42-To begin
or prize
30- A cereal
44- A southern
4- A covered porch
31- Ever (poet.)
constellation
5- Floated
32- Deer-meat
6- A rich purptish-red 45- A short sleep
SS-Exist
47-3urning piles
7- Yes
35-Conjunction
79- Similar
8- Relievei
38-Wharves
81-Hint
40-A filet for a girl's 10- Locations
56-Fersonal pronoun
11- To worship
hair (Scot.)
58-Grain (abbr.)
13-Lacking color
42-Warbled

.

RELIABILITY
We combine all three.

Wood &. Bishop Co.
Established 1839

i 55

w

We give it.
If you want

w
51

54

I

47

4(o

45

5L>

I 52)

59

37

40

5b

If you want

3b

i

BANGOR, MAINE

For Sale by

Veazie Hardware Co.
Rockland, Maine

A. T. Norwood
Warren, Maine

cattle until it has disappeared under
the muddy earth. It always seemed
to me and to others as well that the
water of this spring was cooler and
sweeter than any other, but perhaps
this was because we usually drank
it after spending the day in the berry
pastures just beyond, so being tired
and thirsty this .spring water seemed
cooler than it really was. However
this may he. it seemed a most desir
able place to stop and rest ajter a
day of roving and stooping and it
was well known for miles around.
• • • •
Tlie Oliver Rackliff house just be
low, burnt down but its former ten
ants had all left it, and strangers oc
cupied it at the time. The Henry
Witham house wore out, as did Aunt
Adeline Healy's house. Wihat be
came of the old schoolhouse close
by. 1 never kfiew. I am told that the
•Uncle Jim Rackley” house also
dropped down or at least became
ninhabitable, but I have not seen
ts remains nor have I any desire to
see the place now, for it gives me a
sad feeling, as this was a land mark
by which to find the road which led
round the Bog where we children
went so many times after mayflowers,
pine slivers. Moccasin flowers and
later in the season we followed this
road for miles, picking berries in
the clearings all along the way.
Some of the names I have mentioned
are changed in their pronunciation,
but I think they will be recognized
without difficulty. For instance: the
names now called RacklilTe and
Witham were then called Rackley
and Whltam, and Walsh was then
called Welch. In recalling the old
days I like to call them all by the
names by which they were then
known.

* ♦ ♦ •

Further on, beyond the Ben
Chaples house (now Grant Turner's)
stood the Bryant Blackington house,
the corner stones of which can still
be seen, as the house had no cellar.
This was beyond the Thomastdn line
and here were raised four girls and
two boys—all gone now unless per
haps the youngest boy may be liv
ing. I never knew just what became
of this house, hut feel quite sure that
it went the way of the other old
houses and simply dropped to pieces
from okl age. Beyond this stood the
Dunbar buildings which were burnt
only a few years ago. The last time I
rode over this road it was with Mrs.
Murray, and we found the very
worst traveling 1 ever saw for a half
mile or so. Just below this we found
knolls and mounds covered with
yards and yards of the lovely twin
flower vine and we gathered great
handfuls of its graceful sprays and
decorated our homes.
• • • •
Riding along'the upper part of this
road otje gets a full view of the Bog
which is said to be seven miles in
circumference.
I
have
always
thought it even more than that, as I
have traversed three sides of it and
over some parts of its surface, but
here I was cautious, for older girls
and boys told me uncanny stories of
honey pots into which one could
easily he sucked down if an unwary
foot broke through the surface
Hence I generally stuck to places
where 1 could see tracks of horses
and oxen and the ruts of wood
wagons.
Adella F. Veazie
Rankin street

Solution to Previous Puzzle.
CARE IN BUILDING
Stromberg-Carlscn Radio Sets Are
Engineered With Utmost Care In
Every Detail.
In order for the scientific care
which goes into the making of the
mechanical parts of radio receivers
to be fully effective, the same degree
of care must go into the making of the
cabinet in which the chassis and loud
speaker are mounted. Manufacturers
now realize that radio cabinets must
be acoustically pleasing as well as
pleasing to the eye.
The Stromberg-Carlson Company
of Rochester Is one of the radio set
manufacturers which designs and
makes its own cabinets. One of the
chief reasons for this practice is to
achieve fine tone quality by seeing
that chassis and loud speaker are
electrically and acoustically matched
to each other and to ti)e cabinet in
which they are placed.
Where
chasses and speaker are merely
placed in any cabinet that happens to
look attractive, acoustical results
may be less pleasing.
Lumber for radio cabinets is re
ceived in carload lots and after air
drying and scientific kiln drying it is
worked accurately into shape by the
latest designs of wood working ma
chinery. These machines have indi
vidual electric motor drives for each
cutting head or tool, thereby avoid
ing exposed belts, pullying and driv
ing shafts that usually clutter up a
wood working shop. Thus neatness
and accuracy are asssured in the
fabrication of the cabinet structures.
The finishing process is equally in
teresting, the "white” cabinet being
stained, filled, and sprayed with sev
eral coatings of outer finishing coat
ings being hand rubbed to provide
the desired smoothness or texture to
the exposed surface. The whole cab
inet is then inspected, an inside Itaffle
box compartment with chassis and
electro-dynamic speaker assembly
put In and the complete receiver test
ed for correct acoustical properties
by means of an audio oscillator before
being packed.—adv.

WHEELER’S BAY
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Rackliff and
children Maynard and Maxine and
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Snow motored to
Appleton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Rackliff were
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Maker.
Carroll Dennison is working for
Ralph Cline.
Mrs. Edgar Rackliff spent Tuesday
with Mrs. Scott Rackliff.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stone, children
John and Gardner and Mrs. Wallace
Mixer of Lewiston spent the weekend
with Mrs. Reuben Maker.

Plan your Christmas magazine
gifts now. Send for 24-page price
list. Any magazine any where pub
lished. Fred E. Harden.the maga
zine man. Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
138-tf

While eliminating

RHEUMATISM
It purifies and enriches the blood and
puts the stomach and nerves In the best
of condition. Let us send you a booklet.
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
Abbot Village, Maine. For sale at all
leading drug stores.

WATER PIPES
REPAIRED AND RELAID
Inside and out, digging Included,
also pipes wired out.

Sewers dug on new and old build
ings and .cleared when plugged.
Cesepoole dug and rocked up
Prompt Service

S. E. EATON
Tel. 534-J. 505 Old County Roed
ROCKLAND, ME.
609tf
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Steamer leaves Swan’3 Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vinal
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swans Island
about 6.00 r. M.
132-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm haa
faithfully served the famlllae
of Knox County
LADY ATTINDANT
Tel. Day 450;Night 781-1

AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE'S
ROCKLAND, ME.

SPRUCE HEAD
S. S. Waldron has arrived home
from Gloucester where he has been
employed the past few months and
will spend the winter here.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Simmons and
Mrs. W. W. Godfrey attended the
night session at Rocklarid High
School last week.
1
Mrs. Cassie MaLeod spent Sunday
at her home here, returning Monday
to her duties in Rockland.
Miss Mildred Waldron spent the
weekend and holiday with her par
ents. Richard and Nathalie Waldron
were also their guests.
Walter Drinkwater of the U.S.CjG.
at Salisbury Beach is spending a 15day furlough with his family here.
Mrs. Earle Drinkwater and son
Ashley were guests Wednesday of
Mrs. Raymond Rackliff.

BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
is proving its worth.
your

DR. BLAKE B. ANN4S
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Street
%
(Corner Llnooln)
iCHIROPRACTIt Lady In attendance
Phone Trdl
TO
Palnlete 8ystem
of Adjusting

H00

WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
Stop at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
*
«

On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatk)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 18M
31 Llmoroek St.
Rockland
Graduate of American Bokool
Osteopathy

04

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
394 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND
‘'Telephone 1298) Reeldenee

IU-M
U-M 4

OLD TIMERS LOSE

Probate Court
The November term dispose* of
Routine Matters—Inventories
Filed.

Wills probated: Rosetta A. Price,
late of Rockport. William H. Price,
Exr.; Zelma R. Code, late of Rock
land. Carroll L. Cole, Exr.; Clara M.
Farwell,' late of Rockland, Marcia W.
Farwell, Exx.; Mabel F. Lane, late of
Vinalhaven, Nathan F. Perry, Exr.;
Henry L. French . late of Camden.
Mary S. Joy, Exx.; Sarah L. Farring
ton. late of Wlarren, Sidney A. and
Leslie E. Farrington, Exrs.; Wilbert
C. Ulmer, late of Rockland, Harold
P. Ulmer, Exr.; Sarah A. Pitcher, late
of Camden, Sadie ®. Lyon. Exx.:
James M. Chaples. late of Rockland,
Minnie E. Hoffses, Exx.
Wills filed for notice: Flora E.
Whitmore, late of North Haven, nam
ing Ira C. Whitmore, Exr.; Ernest
L. Montgomery, late of Thomaston,
naming Abbie C. Montgomery, Exx.
Petition for prdbate of will and for
administration with the will annexed
granted: Estate Alden H. Copeland,
late of Warren, Marilla F. Copeland,
Admx. c.t.a.
Petitions for administration grant
ed: Estates William T. Roust, late of
Camden, Alvah L. Anderson, Admr.;
Alice M. Peabody, late of Warren.
Flora C. Peabody, Admx.; Charles B.
French, late of Warren, Lester A.
French, Admr.; John Sullivan, late
eif Rockport, James J. Sullivan.
Admr.; Lydia J. Younger, late of
Camden, George H. Rogers, Admr.
Petitions for administration filed
and granted: Estates Andrew M.
Killeran, late of Cushing, Blanche M.
Killeran, Admx.; James A. Russ, late
of Rockport, Addie C. Russ, Admx.
Petitions for administration filed
for notice: Estates John S. F. Boody,
late cf Rockland, naming Frank H.
Ingraham. Admr.: Olive A. Kimmens,
late of Appleton, naming Ralph C.
Kimmens, Admr.

And Now Gene Hall Is Blam
ing It Onto That Monday
Earthquake
Poor <ild Timers! They got In front
of the opening gun that ushered in
the starting of the Vinalhaven Bowl
ing League Tuesday night, and were
blown wide open by Captain Grimes
and his Damfinos. And it must have
been progressive burning powder that
was used in the gun by Captain
Grimes and his crew for the further
the match progressed, the further his
team forged to the front; until the
final reckoning showed them 96 pins
up. Although the winners did not
hdve an especially big score it was
plenty, for the Old Timers had noth
ing on the ball but a prayer and they
were more out of practice praying
than bowling. M. Ames was high
man. both single string and three
string total, and if anyone is Inter
ested enough to know who was low
they can find it in the box score.
Each Old Timer had a different ver
sion of what Caused their downfall.
Some maintained that the new balls
brought out for the occasion by Man
ager Drew were so shiny that they
were blinded by them, others com
plained that they were too slippery
and so could not be thrown properly,
but it remained for Gene Hall to ad
vance the most logical and probably
the most unique alibi, ‘ttt’s that dam
earthquake." said Gene, wiping the
sweat from his brow. "You see the
other night when we bowled we got
the lay of tlie alleys, and did very well
after a little practice, but along comes
an earthquake, which of course we
hadn't reckoned on and it shifts the
alleys all around so that our sights
and landmarks were all wrong. It’s
nothing but a case of tough luck and
barring earthquakes I expect the Old
Timers to win next time.'
The score:
Damfinos
George Geary ......... 89 89 82 260
Anderson .... .............. 79 79 78 236
M. Ames .... .............. 96 105 81 282
Warren ....... .............. 86 93 94 273
Grimes ....... .............. 86 79 76 241

436 445
Old Timers
Shields ....... .............. 85 91
Drew ............ .............. 85 76
Littlefield .. .............. 72 76
Sanborn ...... .............. 84 91
Hall ............. .............. 71 91
t<—
5
*
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Accounts allowed: Estates John E.
Conary, first and final, Edith C.
Campbell. Admx: Fred H. Calderwood. first and final, Julia C. John
son. Admx.; George F. Fogg, first and
final, Cora S. Fogg. Exx.; Alice J.
Philbrook. first and final, Susie M.
Post. Admx.; Angie Sherman Watts,
first and final, Franklin E. Watts,
Exr.
Accounts filed and allowed: Estates
Walter ,M. Spear, first and final,
Elizabeth L, Spear, Exx.; Charles
Morse Nichols, first and final. Bthel
Crockett Holliday. Admx.: Hiram
Tolman. first and final, Helen Cor
bett, Guardian.
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
Lawreyington iMarshhall, first and
final. Percy L. Hupper, Admr.: Sarah
G. Wooster, first and final, Caroline
D. Talbot. Admx.; Georgia Condon,
first ar.d final, Allan L. Bird ,Admr.;
Octavia H. Bartlett, first and final.
Elbridge J. Parker Exr.; William A.
Blake, first and final, Carrie Blake,
Admx, c.t.a.; Leonard A. Hall, first
and final. Frances E. Hall, Exx.; Cora
G. Clarry. first and final, Fred L.
Ludwig, Admr.: Lenora L. Fish .first
And final, Arthur D. Fish, Exr.;
Otis A. Libby, first and final, Ada
Spear. Admx.; Orren iM. Wotton. first
and final. Sylvia L. Wotton. Exx.;
Elmer E. Thomas, first and final.
Percy T. Clarke, Admr.
Inventories filed': Estates Merrill
J. Robinson. $2,704.85; Lawreyington
Marshall, $5,383.30; Nettie A. Pellett. $1,500;, Edward R. Marshall,
$4,980.14; Charles Morse Nichols.
$6,047.48: Annie R. Moore, $5,625.00
Harrison F. Lucas, $1,250.00; Frank
A. Rollins, $1,200.00

SOUTH APPLETON
Fred Pease was In Rockland re
cently.
Several of the children in this vi
cinity are recovering from mumps.
Harold Clark is in Worcester, Mass.,
on a business trip, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Clark.
Miss Clara Meservey was a guest of
Evelyn and Gladys Philbrook over the
weekend.
Master Ivan. Clark and) Randall
Clark are visiting their grandpar
ents.
,
Arthur Philbrook, Harold Clark and
Bryan Clark motored to Bangor re
cently.
s • • •
Mrs. Lois Meservey
This community was saddened by
the death of Mrs. Lois Meservey, Nov.
11 at the home of Dr. S. C. Pierpont.
Washington Mills, where she had been
tenderly cared for during the latter
part of her Illness. She will be great
ly missed by friends and neighbors

EASY! QUICK! 61YJFRIH
MIX FOR CONSTIPATION

tree and eeneert this year than ever
befere. Twa donations have already
been received, one of $5 and one of $2
which are greatly appreciated. Any
one wishing to help in any way, may
gee or write any of the officers of the
school. Deacon David Slvewright.
superintendent., Deacon Sewall Wall,
assistant superintendent and Joseph
T. Simmons, secretary and treasurer.
Scripture text calendars are on sale
by the school this year as usual. The
price is 35 cents.
Last Sunday evening’s Christian
Endeavor meeting was a record
breaker, there being a good delega
tion from Wiley's Corner. The meet
ing was led by James Henderson and
four assistants, tlie subject "Young
Men and Women.” Miss Leola Rob
inson spoke on sociability: Miss
Fannie Long on purity; John Reid on
honesty; David Slvewright on cour
tesy; and Mr. Henderson on friendli
ness. A violin solo was rendered by
Miss Ivy Falla with Mrs. Norma
Hawkins accompanist. The meeting
opened and closed with the spirited

C. K. song service, following which
Mrs. Barton spoke in the auditorium
on "Lois' Example," deeply impress
ing upon the congregation the ques
tion: Are there any Loises in our
homes and our community? Next
Sunday evening's C. E. meeting will
he led hy Miss Emily Morris of I.ong
Cove, subject “Thanksgiving."

CLARK ISLAND
The quarries were idle all day Mon
day due to the heavy rain. Some of
the men took advantage of a day off
and went smelt fishing. Some large
catches were reported.
Horace Bray is ill with pneumonia.
Four new men started to work at
the Meehan job this week, just the re
verse of conditions as compared to
the same period last year when men
were being laid off. The company is
shipping an average of 15,000 tons of
blocks each week.
A Buick sedan owned and operated
by Ole Olson of this place left the
road between Kockland and Thomas

ton during Monday’s storm and col
lided with a telephone pole. Mr.
Olson was uninjured and the car wa<
but slightly damaged.
The road from Wiley’s Corner to
Clark Island is rough at present due
to heavy rains. The mail route
through Spruce Head is very bad.
Mr. and Mrs. John Caven and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Butler were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Butler’s brother
Charles Childs in .South Hope. Mr.
Caven also visited his cousin William
Dorman in that place.
Carle, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carle
Swahson, burned his hand quite seri
ously last Tuesday.
Horace Bray remains critically 111
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rowland.
Mrs. Horace Bray was called from
Milford, N. H., by the Illness of her
husband.
Mrs. Charles Butler, Mrs. Thomas
Richards, Mrs. William Pierson and
Mrs. J. Hal mer motored to Rockland
Wednesday.
Mrs. James Harrison remains
about the same in health.

411 1292
85
74
75
78
62

261
235
223
253
224

425 374 1196

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Bert Robbins entertained the
following guests at her camp the
"Robin's Nest" at City Point, Wed
nesday: Mrs. Gertie Robbins, Mrs.
Jennie Ewell. Mrs. Nellie Wilson, Mrs.
Annie Benner, Mrs. Faustina Mullen,
Mrs. Eliza. Swears and Mrs. Rebecca
Arey. Gne of the party gave a full
description of the day’s outing in
rhyme.
Rev. Archie Beggs at his home Nov.
19. united in marriage Marlon Gott
of Swan's Island and George E. Budge
of Levant. They were attended by
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Philbrook at
whose home a wedding lunch was
served after the ceremony.
Mrs. Reuben Carver will entertain
the Washington Club at her home
this evening.
Housekeepers at Union Church
Circle Thursday were: Mrs. Max
Conway, Mrs. Ralph Robinson. 'Mrs.
O. V. Drew and Mrs. Bert Smith,
Mr. nnd Mrs. Albert Carver and
little daughter Marilyn returned
Wednesday from Rockland where
Miss Marilyn underwent a tonsil op
eration.
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs entertained at
bridge Wednesday night. A New
England boiled dinner was served
after which all enjoyed a concert from
Mrs. Coombs' new radio.
Freeman Hopkins is home from
New York.
Mrs. Alfred Raymond returned from
Camden Wednesday.
Rev. P. J. Clifford will deliver a
Thanksgiving sermon at Union church
Sunday. There will be special music
at both services.
The senior class, Vinalhaven High
School will give a Mellie dance at
Town hall tonight. Music by the
Fakers.
D. D. G. Charles Woodcock of
Thomaston assisted by Past Master
Oscar C. Lane as grand marshal, will
install the officers of Moses Webster
Lodge Tuesday evening at Masonic
hall. AU Masons and families are in
vited to attend. Refreshments will be
served followed by dancing.
Mrs. Mary MdNichol eind sister
Miss Elizabeth Pease returned Tues-,
day from Boston.
Addle Carver who has been a guest
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carver, returned
Tuesday to North Haven.
• • • •
Orrin Ames
Orrin Ames, a respected and es
teemed citizen, died at his home at
Calderwoqd's Neck, Nov. 18. De-,
ceased was born at North Haven 74
years ago, the son of Hezekiah and
Andulisla (Thomas) Ames.
Mr.
Ames had been a resident of this town
for over 55 years and a successful
farmer. He bad been a member for
many years of 'Star of Hope Lodge,
I.O.O.F. and Island 'Home Encamp
ment. Besides his wife, he is sur
vived by four sons, Lavaughn of
Massachusetts, Clyde of North Ha
ven, Carl and C. Meservey F. of this
town. Funeral services were held at
the home Thursday afternoon. Rev
P. J, Clifford officiating. The bear
ers were brother Odd Fellows:
Charles Webster, Charles Boman, A.
M. Cassie and Alfred Creed. Inter
ment was made in Calderwood's
Neck cemetery. Those to attend the
service from out of town were: Levaughn Ames of Massachusetts, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Atnes, Foy Brown of
North Haven, and Orrin Smith of
Rockland.

Double " (fuiek I — that’s

the crisp
command your motor gets from its very
first drops of Colonial Wintergas. And 30°
above or 30° below, that’s how it obeys.
Gone, the usual spit and splutter when you step on the
starter. All cylinders jump into action like the Minute
Men of ’76 . . . double-quick.

Gone, the usual chuffing and coughing when you touch
the accelerator. Off you shoot—smoothly, silently—
with the speed of a bullet—double-quick.
Delicate job — producing a gas that starts instantly,
always, and yet has plenty of power. That’s why Colonial
Wintergas is unusual. A specially selected crude is im
portant, of course, to begin with.

But that’s not the whole secret. Two special processes
are what make it ’’double-quick.” One that cages the
most volatile elements. A second that weeds out the
heavy ’’keroseney borderland” parts. Costs us more. But
you get more. And we all benefit!
Colonial Wintergas—better at any low temperature—is
on tap everywhere. Stop at the nearest green Colonial
pump today and get your dividend—cold-weather start
ing and acceleration that’s double-quick!

Beacon Oil Company, Refinery and Office, Boston,
Massachusetts. New York Office, Graybar Building.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
F. L. S. Morse of Rockland was
in this neighborhood Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Orne, Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Fales and daughter Helen
motored to Waterville Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hussey are vis
O one need miss its won
iting at Port Clyde.
derful benefits because
Addison Wallace was in Rockland
they dislike the tastel Scott’s Tuesday.
Mrs. Geneva Thompson assisted as
Emulsion is easy,
storekeeper Monday for C. L. Fales.
pleasant to take. A
Mrs. Bertha Jameson is canvassing
tasty food-tonic for
with a line of Christmas goods.
growing children.
A. W. Morton of Wadsworth Point
sold a cow recently to E. A. Burns
of Lawry.
SCOTTS EMULSIOM
Lester Delano and Willie Havener
For Better Teeth and Bonea
were in Rockland Thursday.
Scott A Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J. »-82
David Ellison was at his farm In
Cushing Wednesday.

N

TENANTS HARBOR

Harald Hupper has installsd an ail
burnar in Capt. Lou's furnaca.
Mrs. Allison Morris, accompanied
Simple glycerin, buckthorn bark, by her daughter Barbara, went Sat
saline, etc., as mixed in Adlerika, re urday to Attleboro, Mass., where she
will visit her mother, Mrs. Edward
lieves constipation in TWO hours’
! Puller, for a week.
Most medicines act on on’y lower
Postmaster and Mrs. Ernest Rawbowel, but Adlerika acts on BOTH
ley are in Boston on two weeks vacaupper an<l lower bowfl, iremoving
1 tion.
poisons you never thought were in
Ernest Wilev has returned home
your system. Just ONE spoonful re from Knox Hospital much improved
lieves GAS. sour stomach and sick
in health.
headache. Let Adlerika give stomach
There will be a public hearing be
and bowels a HEAL cleaning and
fore the Utilities Commission in
see how good you feel! C. H. .Moor
Watts ball, Thomaston. Nov. 25, at
& Co., Druggists.
19.30 a. m.. In regard tb the com
plaint of patrons of the Maine Cen
who have received many favors from tral Railroad that the afternoon train
her in the past. <She is survived by does not stop at Thomason. This is
three sons, Isaac of Washington. of interest to all citizens of St. George
Harry of Worcester. Mass, and Eddie and It is greatly desired that all wha
St. Clair of Biddeford.
She also can attenu this meeting will do so.
leaves five sisters. Ina. Amanda.
Plans are already being made by
Minnie, Mary and Vesta, and one the Seaside Baptist Sunday School
brother Harry.
for a bigger and better Christmas

1

Petition for administration d.b.n.
granted: Estate Mabel V. Thomas, late
of Isle au Haut, Walter H. Butler,
Admr. d.b.n.
Petition to determine inheritance
granted: Estate Walter M. Spear,
Elizabeth L. Spear, Exx.
Petition by Public Administrator:
Estate Charles Collamore, late of
Vinalhaven, Frank H. Ingraham,
Public Admr.
Petitions to determine inheritance
tax filed for notice: Estates Thomas
S. Singer. John Brown and Marie B.
Singer, Exrs.; George W. Ludwig,
Minnie A. Ludwig, Admx.; Octavia
H. Bartlett. Elbridge J. Parker. Exr.
Petitions for distribution filed for
notice: Estates Elmer E. Thomas,
Percy T. Clarke, Admr.: Lawreying
ton .Marshall. Percy L. Hupper. Admr.
Petition for allowance granted: Es
tate James E. Thomas, filed by Fran
ces Thomas, widow.
Petition for allowance filed for
notice: Estate Richard L. Shuman,
tiled by Myrna B. Shuman, widow.
Petitions for perpetual car© of
burial lot granted: Estates Helen M.
Pendleton. Arthur S. Baker, Admr.;
William H .Winkworth, Frank H.
Ingraham, Public Admr.
Petitions for license to sell real es
tate granted: Estates Francis M.
Snow. Rockland National Bank Con
servator; Will>ert B. Norton, Fre
mont Beverage, Admr.
Petitions for adaption granted:
Annie Louise Staples adopted by
George W. Miller, name changed to
Annie Louise Miller; Barbara Arlene
Carleton, adopted by Luke S. anl
Nina H. Davis, name changed to
Florence Adelaide Davis.
Petition for commissioners on dis
puted claims filed for service: Estate
Pemalia Rankin, John L. Tewksbury.
Admr.
Petition for guardian granted: Es
tate Hannah Murphy, Patrick J.
Burns, Guardian.
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Colonial
is your
Protection”

double
-quick

Wintergas

THURSTON OIL CO.
Park Street

Rockland

In Everybody’s Column

THE WARREN SCHOOLS

THOMASTON
het citizens keep in mind the railload train hearing lhat takes place
at Watts hall Monday forenoon at
10.30. before the Public Utilities
Commission.
Elia, widow of George Elliot died
suddenly at her home in this place
Nov. 22. Mrs. Elliot had a fall a few
months ago but had quite recovered
from that being able to go about
the house freely, and her death came
as a great shock to her family.
Misses Mabelle Brown and Clara
Spear motored to Belfast Thursday
to visit Mrs Charlotte Gray.
Miss Alice George entertained Mr.
and Mrs. Donald George at dinner
Thursday night at the Copper Kettle.
Elmer Sevon has moved his family
to Bingham where he has employ
ment.
Pine street is being newly graveled
and made better for travel.
Mrs. H. L. Bryant and Miss Harriet
Burgess attended the funeral of the
late Mrs. Emily Hitchcock Friday in
Rockland.
Truman Sawyer fell while leaving
a boat upon which he had been work
ing Saturday in the shop of Robert
McLain & Son. One rib was broken.
Black & Gay are building an exten
sion to their canning factory, on the
wesi end of the "Creighton Mill," socalled.
Robert McLain & Son have a con
tract for a 63-ft. fisherman for
George Chase of New Bedford. They
are . building an addition 26x30 to
their boat shop. The new contract
and completing a yacht they are
working upon will keep them busy
for several months.

Every-Other-Day
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The Red Cross
Robert P. Lamont, Secretary of |
Commerce of the United States, says: i
The Department of Commerce j
values highly the work of the Ameri
can Red Cross in promoting the gen- i
eral welfare of the people, not only ,
in relief and rehabilitation of disaster |
sufferers, but for steady service for I
the public good.
The Red Cross expresses the
practical idealism of the Ameri
can people. It is an oranization of
the people, existing by memberships.
Its special functions are officially
recognized by the United States Gov
ernment through Act of Congress.
Since the Red Cross is maintained
by the active memberships of the
American people. Involving the de
votion # and personal sacrifices of •
thousands of volunteers over the j
country, we join in the sincere hope
that this membership may. in the |
coming Roll Call, so expand as to ,
afford even greater opportunities fox- FULL
usefulness.
ALL

Ambitious Pupils Take Part
In the Presentation of De
lightful Operettas

The operetta “Sun bon nets and
Overalls" which was given at Mal
colm Corner Primary School Nov. 15,
was enjoyed by 40 visitors. The pro- I
gram: Greeting song, schorl: Ring
Around the Roses—Annette Haskell.
Phyllis Perry. Florence R« blr.son and
Lucy Adams: The Overall Bovs’
Brigade—Wlilts Adams* Guy Stimp
son. Call l’erry and Lloyd Maxey:
Ten Little Sunbonnet Babies. Winona
Rcbinson. Annette Haskell. Kathryn
Maxey. Ilazd Winslow’. Ruby Star
red, Bertha McIntyre. Lucille Carter.
,j Virginia Starrett. Helen Beggs and
Frances Moore: Once There Was a
Lady—Winona Robinson Lloyd Sau; cier, Corydon Adams, and Mary Dob
bin; Buttercup Song—Annette Has
kell, Phyllis Perry. Lucy Adams, and
Florence Rfbinson. Lloyd Maxey. 1
FASHIONED BEST SILK Willis Adams. Guy Stimpson and
Carl Perry : This Is the Way the Rain
FASHIONABLE
COLORS Comes Down. Annette Haskell and
ELASTICITY TO FIT ALL LEGS Sulo Jives; Apples for a Penny. Flor
_________________________________ ence Robinson: The Overall Boys’
March—All Overall Boys: A Sunbon- |
.
be no snow, nor no grandfather net Baby. Madeline Haskell: The
neither—or. no. and no turkey, like Sunbonnet Swing. Jeannette Over
lock: 1 Am an Overall Boy. Clyde |
twas oncet.
George Peabody saw a grasshopper Saunders: Goodnight Song, school:
recently and said he thought summer Bye-Lo Song. Florence Robinson.

CAMDEN

Advertisement.1' In this column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 centB, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line.

No wonder this

Flowers

Lost and Found
LrsT $25 coupon from City of Ottawa
bond. Payment has been stopped. Leave at
THIS OFl’it E. Reward._____________ 141*143
LOST—Gray eat about 7 months old- with
double front paws. Kinder call PHONE 1295.
139-141
NOTICE Notice Is hereby given of the
lots of deposit book numbered 670 and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate In ac
cordance with the provisions of the State
law. SBt’URlTY. TRUST CO.. Union Branch.
Bv John H Williams, Manager
Union.
Maine, Nov. 14. 102-9.
138-S-144

Maine
Mother

is proud

Wanted
course, the child’s system needs a
ut the young
prompt cleansing. But
ster’s’bowels also need toning and
strengthening.
That’s where California Fig Syrup
does its best work. It helps strength
en the bowel niuscles; gives tone to a
weak stomach. That's why faulty
digestion improves with its use;
bowel movements become regular
and remain so.
Every child loves its flavor; its
cleansingaction is prompt but gentle.
A purevegetable product;no danger
of causing the laxative habit. It has
full medical endorsement.
CALIFORNIA There are many imitations; but
the word California marks the
genuine.

“XyfY little son, Billy, was trou1V1 bled a lot with constipation,”
says Mrs. Wm. I. McAvoy, 139
Sherman St., Portland. “He got
very weak, run-down and under
weight. I gave him California
Fig Syrup; and in just a little while
he was eating heartily and gaining.
Now I'm proud as can be; he’s so
robust, bright and active.”
Temporary relief should be far
from the first consideration when a
child shows by bad breath, coated
tongue, biliousness, osa'listless, weak
condition, that he’s constipated. Of

Dr. and Mrs. Harold Jameson. Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Montgomery, Mr. and ]
Mrs. Marcus Chandler and Mr. and
Mrs. Standish Perry are attending
the Yale-Harvard football game tojay
j
Mrs. E. XI. Holman entertained the
Philathea class of the Baptist Church was returning,
The operetta and exercises given at
last evening.
THE RICH. FRUITY LAXATIVE
Graimmar School Tuesday afternoon
Mrs. L. XI. Chandler will entertain
AND TONIC FOR CHILDREN
WITH THE BOWLERS
took
the
form
of
a
radio
program.
the Monday Club next week.
Richard
Bucklin,
as
announcer,
talked
The Friday Reading Clpb met yes
Forty Club No. 2 took the measure
Raymond Beattie who has been in terday with Mrs. Frank Handley at of Burpee Furniture at Carr's Wed into a most attractive looking micro
phone which was the work of May
the
Worcester
Hospital
several her home on Trim street.
nesday night by 33 pins. Beaton,
“Dad." said his son Charles, “Do
Mr. and Mrs. Ora R. Brown have anchor man for the “Burps” was high nard Condon of the Gray boat shop. maids—Doris McIntyre, Olga Grot
months as the result of injuries re
First, interesting school notes were
ceived in an automobile collision is returned from a motor trip to Boston. on three-string total, but had to
ton and Frances Mitchell: hoe girls— you think they will ever find a sub
heard
and
then
the
fallowing
pro

A memorial service will be held by share honors with Beach on high
Julia Lampinen. Madeline Curtis and stitute for gasoline?"
able to move about the hospital in
gram was given: Violin Solo—Bea
Olga Grotton; pigs— Merrill Clark.
a wheel-chair. He is hoping to spend Seaside Chapter. O.E.S.. Monday eve string. The score:
“They have one now,’’ replied his
trice
Haskell
:
Selections
from
Evanning. when Mrs. Annie Mills of Milo. |
Everett Harriman and Carl Oxton;
Thanksgiving at home.
Forty Club No. 2
geline—Marguerite
Simmons
and
Dad. “and I wish you'd give it a
plow
boy
leader
—
Harvel
Ring:
rain
Thanksgiving service will be held worthy grand matron, makes her of
..................... 102 97 77 -'b\Enua Spear: Mow We Licked the
sprites—school. Mrs. Vinal has the trial."
at the Baptist Church Sunday. The ficial visit.
I Stratton
87 77 ”- 9 Teacher—Richard
Bucklin :
Ken- sincere appreciation of every pupil
“Huh." rejoined Charles. ’^I’ve
At
the
meeting
of
the
United
Order
1
pooler
choir are rehearsing special music.
.....................
81
-t‘~ tueky Selle—Christine Starrett; The and parent for the unusual training never heard of it. WTiat is it?’’
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swanholm are of the Golden Cross Thursday eve-I Jackson ..................... 96 81 Hrt
Henitagc—Dana Smith Jr.: farce— that these girls and boys are receiving
'Shoe Leather,’’ retorted his father.
pleased with the birth of a daughter ning there was work in the Golden ! (_>i ff .....
80 93 2 €6 The Train to Morrow—Edith French.
—Montreal Star.
as the result of her untiring efforts.
who came into their home on Thatch Cross degree.
Charles Trone and Burton Hart. Edith
er street Wednesday.
Miss Helen Paris will entertain the '
472 426 428 1326 as Mrs. Butterfield oaused many a I
George McDonald came down from Friends-ln-Council Tuesesday after
Burpee Furniture
>ood laugh. The ojxeretta. The Flag
Sanford and spent a day with his noon, Dec. 3.
Hanrahan .................. >5 81 87 24>3 in Birdland. was next given. The
mother this week.
The Twilight Twelve were enfer- | Knowlton .......... ......... 82 79 *4 235 j doves -were Beatrice Haskell. Edith
Mrs. Cora Winchenbaeh of South
1 Campbell ......... ......... 108 76 92 m ' French. Christine Starrett. Olive
Waldoboro is visiting Mrs. William of Mrs. Lottie Ames.
Clark ................. ......... so 90 75 245 Teague. Florence ’YVyllie and others.
The
Radio
Belasco.
There will be a Thanksgiving ball Beaton .............. ......... 94 83 102 279 The robins were Arnold R’binson.
1
Mrs. Rodney Brasier -the-taleT in the opera house Thursday evening
Victor Hills, Douglas Gray. Forest
from a ten days visit in Caribou and with music by Kirkpatrick's orches
454 409 430 15*33 Adams And others. "The bluebirds
Portage.
tra.
were Burton Hart. Dana Smith.
Mrs. Rodney Feyler has as guest
Forty Club No. 3 conferred the Charles Trone and others.
lib
"The Gratitude of An Honest Man”
Mis Ella Dow of Lawrence, Mass.
will be the subject of Rev. F. Ernest Goat degree on the Thomaston erty—Pauline Starrett. The program
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett have Smiths address at the Methodist Rights of Pythias at Carrs Thursday j was enjoypd by 70 parents and
passed the week in Boston and Mil- Church Sunday morning. In the eve ' night. Palmer had the highest string i friends. The success of the operettas
ton. Mass., and are expected to arrive ning there will be a union service in and McIntosh the highest total. The which have been given at the village
home today.
thb Baptist Church when he will K. of P.’s were hard hit in dial sec i»chools is due to the untiring work of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Allen and speak on the subject. "Will you recog ond string. The score:
the music teacher, Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
• * • •
granddaughter Pearl Snow and How nize the great hour of your life and
Forty Club No. 3
ard Berry of South Paris motored to bg ready for it?"
The last of the < perettas Was given
Dr. Peaslee ...
73 ' I 88 2 b a
.
Triple Screen-Grid
Thomaston and were weekend guests
86 87 81 254 at the Intermediate School Wednes
The American Legion, Maiden Cliff Miller .............
of Mrs. Allen's sister, Mrs. George Rebekah Lodge and Megunticook Palmer ...........
76 85 265 day afternoon. The attendance was
Dowling. Kossuth street.
92 90 s; 269 a record breaker for any school. 93
Grange will hold their meetings next McIntosh ......
With Phonograph Pickup Attachment
'Because of so many cases of week on Wednesday evening.
97 82 84 2$ 3 parents and friends. The operetta.
Beach .............
mumps the Primary school will close
“
Farm
Friends."
told
of
a
farmer,
The Congregational ladies will hold
until Dec. 2. There were but nine their annual Christmas sale at the
452 429 425 1306 who being dissatisfied with the hard
Ask for a Demonstration
children in attendance last Wednes
work of life on the farm, decides to
Thomaston K. of P.
chapel Dec. 4. offering cooked food,
day.
sell
and
go
to
the
city
to
live.
He
has
25-5
94
home-made candy, fancy articles and Lindsey ...................... 86 75
written a letter, to a city man about
aprons, and a fine assortment of gen Wentworth ................ 94 80 Tg 252 the farm and this man comes to look
tlemen's ties. Afternoon tea will be Closson ....................... 84 76 85 245 over the property. As the farmer
ROCKPORT
served and a Jack Horner pie will Smalley ....................... 81 72 gg 236 . shows the animals and the home to
Stun<> .......................... 100 71 82- 253
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry arc interest young and old.
' his guest he sees them all with new
Thanksgiving pie sale at Prince's
visiting relatives in Brewer and Au445 374 422 1241 J eyes of ai>preciation. He hears the
store Nov. 27, at 10 o'clock.
burn for ten days.
creatures tHI of their ambition to do
Tuesday is donation party day at
Kei.neth Jarvis and family are
. for him. He w?es the spirit of love in
Rockland, Me.
The
Dark
Horses
nosed
out
Central
632 Main Street
moving into the Adelaide Morrill Camden Community Hospital. Be on
'every phase tf the farm life, and he
Ma
’
ne
Thursday
night
by
nine
pins,
hand
with
your
gifts.
Open
house on Mechanic street.
: decides—“East-West. Home's Best."
139-141
Electric lights are being installed from 2 to 4 o'clock and refreshments but nearly-lost the pole on the home , The leading parts were taken by these
stretch.
Smalley
Lad
the
highest
in the former Beals and Stanley will be served.
string, and Merrill the highest total, I pupils: Farmer Brown—Harold Overhouses now owned by Capt. Ernest
Dr. W. Lee Dickens and D. J.
defeating Jacobs by one point. The lock: Mrs. Brown—Katherine l‘» »Torrey.
Best Selling
”
Dickens have returned from a gun
I body: their children—Velma .Mellin,
score
:
Mrs. Mabel Withee has resumed her ning trip at Ripogenus.
Avard Robinson and Carl Spear; Mr.
Dark
Horses
position at the Camden National Bank
Monte Blue tonight in "From Head
Richards, the city man—Aimo Lankc:
TAKE AND APPLY PROMPTLY
An OM Family
................... 91 97 84 272
after an absence of three weeks due quarters."
Monday and Tuesday Ireland .... ................... 79
Mrs. Richarffs—Ruth Watts; dog—
Doctor '► f ivorlte
84 103 266
New
bert
to the illness and death of her moth Moran and Mack in "Why Bring That
Thad Grotton: hens—Mary Trone and
Prezcnpiiun.
Williams . ................... 88 88 82 258
er. Mrs. A. D. Simmons.
Up?” Matinee Monday at 4 for the Jacobs .... .................... ;»7, 99 89* 283 : Evelyn Haupt: rooster—Paul lives:
Mrs. C. D. Jones who has been vis school children.
cow—Katherine Starrett: goose—
Stops »he,“Filling Up." Penetrates and
Smalley .. ................... 87 86 10S 281 , Paul lives; turkey—Everett Harri
iting her daughter. Mrs. Minnie
Loosens. Soothes and Heals. Nothing
Mrs. Alfred J. Raymond who has
Weed, returned Friday to Thomaston been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. L.
man: duck—Avard Robinson; lambs
Just Like It.
Internal or External.
1360
j —Mary Trone and Evelyn Haupt;
440
454
466
where she will spend the winter with C. Blake returned Wednesday to her
Safe for Children. Sold Everywhere.
Central
Maine
sunbeams—Mary
Trone.
Evelyn
her son Charles.
Not Expensive.
In me in Vinalhaven.
Maxey .... .................. .. 91 92 100 283 liaupt and Beverly Keating; dairy
Capt. Ernest Torrey who has been
84
89
275
..................
102
Daniels
....
in Bath for a few days, returned
APPLETON
Merrill .... ..................... gg 96 100 284 !
Thursday night.
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge instal lame ........ ................... 70 101 82 -1 ;
“Church night" ‘was observed at
256 1
the Baptist vestry Thursday with a lation was held last Wednesday eve ShUtC ........ ................... 87 90 79
supper at 6.30 followed by prayer and ning and officers installed by the
438 463 450 1351
business meeting.
Among other grand district deputy president and
a • • •
items of business, a committee was start as follows; N. G. Amy’ Esancy;
At Carr s last night Kickapoo de- '
appointed to superintend the redeco V. G.. Edith Gurney: R. S., Carrie
rating of the vestry consisting of Mrs. Cummings: F. S.. Helen Gushee; feated Forty Club 1266 to 1203. and
the Wholesaler.* defeated Cement
. B. H .Paul. Mrs. Hazel Cain and Mrs. Treas., Cassie Paul; Warder, Alice
No. 1 1464 to 1482.
N. J. Tribou. It was also voted to Hall: Cond.. Grace Johnson: Chap..
have the church re-wired to conform Mary Ness; Musician. Helen Johnson;
WALDOBORO
■to the new insurance regulations and R.S.XjG., Inez Arrington: L.S.N.G.,
Grace Brown: R.S.V.G., Annie Pease;
Ll’ther Glidden went to New York
new lights installed in the vestry.
Miss Merle Richards is spending a L.S.V.G., Hazel Perry; I. G., Hilda Thursday. From there he will sail on
Robbins; O. G.. Elmer Sprague. A the 8.H. Exarch of the American Ex
few days in Bath.
The Tritohelp Club will be enter fine banquet was partaken of by the port Line for a Mediterranean cruise
tained Monday evening at the home large company present and an inter of about six weeks.
Mr and Mrs. S. H. Weston, Miss
of Mrs. Ethel Spear, featuring the esting literary and musical program
presented. Adjacent lodges were well Elizabeth Weston and Philip Weston
election of officers.
have been recent guests of Mjr. and
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth returned represented.
Edward Ames and Rev. Ardale Mrs. F. O. Kent in Bremen.
Thursday from a visit with her son
Cross attended the special Christian
Mrs. Cora Nash is the guest of her
John and family at Vinalhaven.
« « * •
Endeavor exercises Thursday evening daughter Mrs. Shirley Gross in
Rockland.
Mrs. Bernice Thurston is visiting at Liberty.
Rev. Ardale Cross was a recent
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Welton have
relatives at Stonington for a (few
been in Bangor.
guest at Meadowbrook.
days.
Mr. and Mrs. U. J. Hedrick and Mr. !
Sunday morning's subject at the
Mrs. George Ames recently* received
Methodist Church
is
"Practical news of the death of her cousin. and Mrs. Lawrence Hedrick of Pres
Thanksgiving.” Sunday School at Joseph Gushee. 70. of Keithsburg, Ill. que Isle have been visitors of Mr. and !
11.45; Epworth league at 6 o'clock He was a son of Maxey Robbins Mrs. Roy L. Mack.
John Whitcomb left Thursday for
with Miss Eleanor Robinson, leader; Gushee, formerly of Appleton.
Sunday evening subject, “Goodness
WHENEVER man’s adventurous spirit takes
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Salo recently St. Louis where he will be a student
of Gladness.” There will be special entertained guests at their home, at Parks Air College.
him
into dangerouft, unknawn places, in the air, on
Herbert
Schwartz
has
rwurned
to
music morning and evening. Ladies among whom were Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
ALWAYS
the
earth, under sea and under ground, there,
St.
Johnabury,
Vt.,
after
passing
a
Aid will meet Tuesday instead of Sherman and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Look for the
vacation with his parents Mr. and
Wednesday at the vestry with an Gushee.
6
Blue and
almost invariably, you will find a dependable
all-day session and box lunch at noon.
Almost Thanksgiving time, but we Mrs. Edgar Schwartz.
White Sign
Exide Battery.
F. II. Hunt who has been visiting his
The Johnson Society will meet cannot remember “over the river and
Wednesday evening. Regular prayer through the woods to grandfather’s mother Mrs. H. F. Hunt has left for
Explorers choose Exide because of its depend
meeting
Thursday,
Thanksgiving house we go”—’cause now there won’t the South.
ability
and sturdiness. Byrd, MacMillan, Amund
i
ExiOc
Mrs. Henry Palmer of Nobleboro is
evening, at 7 o'clock. On Sunday
I
II 81 I « III I S
sen, Wilkins, Andrews, Beebe, Hobbs—these are
evening, Dec. 1, the male quartet from
the guest of her daughter Mrs. H.
the First Baptist Church in Rock
P. Mason.
only a few who have used Exides on their expedi
Way to
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Flint have been
land will render selections.
tions.
There will be a mass meeting of
in Portland.
the Woman’s Christian Temperance
A very interesting meeting of the
You will get the -ame dependable service from
Union at Rockport in the Baptist
Wieman’s Club was held at the home
an
Exide in your car. And if you aren’t in need of
Church Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. Already Famous Prescription Brings of Mrs. Kelsey Lash Tuesday after
many have expressed a desire to join
a new battery, we can help you to increase
noon. In the absence of the presi
Almost Instant Relief
such a splendid organization. It is
dent the meeting was in charge of the
the life of your present battery by regular
Night
coughs,
or
coughs
caused
by
expected that delegates from Rock
vice president, Mrs, Lovell. The pro
inspection.
land and Camden will be present to i cold or irritated throat, can now gram was given over to the obser
make short addresses. A cordial in he stopped within 15 minutes by a vance of Thanksgiving and was in
Come in any time-^we cheerfully service
vitation is extended to all women of doctor’s prescription which works on charge of Mrs. W. H. Crowell, the
all
makes.
in entirely different principle. This quotations and current events per
the town to be present.
At the Thanksgiving services at prescription is put up under the name taining to the coming holiday. Mrs.
the Baptist Church on Sunday at Thoxine and is available to everyone. Crowell read an interesting paper on
Having Thoxine on hand is a safety the origin of the day and selections
10.45 Rev. Philip C| Hughey will have
for his subject. “Thanksgiving Joy." measure against all coughs and throat of prose and poetry read by other
members of the club emphasized the
The«choir will sing "The Lord Will irritations.
Thoxine contains no harmful drugs, bravery of our forefathers and the
Comfort Zion,” T. XL Bow-dish. Sun
day School meets at noon with a spe is pleasant tasting and safe for the thankfulness that we should feel be
cial Thanksgiving offering for the whole family. Sold on a money back cause of the splendid heritage left
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
Members present were Mesbaskets and B.Y.P.U. meets at 6.00. guarantee to give better and quicker us.
The contest is on. leader Donald Over relief for coughs or sore throats than dames Lottie Lovell, Sace Weston.
lock The evening praise service is anything you have ever tried. Ask Rena Crowell. Bessie Kuhn. Ida Stahl,
Rockland, Maine
at 7 o’clock wiah violin duct, surprise for Thoxine. put up ready for use in Emma Potter. Ida Yiles. E.iLi White,
duet and trumpeters.
The male 33c, 66c. and 81.06 bottles. Sold by .Maud** Gay and the he; t«ss. There
eheius will sing ami the sermon ; ob The Corner Drug Store ami all other «hl 1« no nneiinz of the club next
iwv .l; i n a vaunt of the holiday.
go, d drug stores.
ject is "Life's Crucial Hour,”

FIG SYRUP

Finest Tone In

AMRAD

L 0. PHILBROOK & SON

“The

Cough Medicine

Ballard’s Golden Oil

When Explorers
Get To

ItsAlways Exide

Sure

Say thanks with

Stop

Night Coughs

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

WANTED—«lrl or woman to serve three
hours dally. PARK STREET SEA GRILL,
Manley T. Perry, Prop.______________ 14»-142
WANTED —breasniaklng, alteration of all
kinds, ajso special order work for Christmas.
KVA AMES. 98 Elm St. Tel. T293.
140*142
WALarge and small Currier-Ives
pictures. Will pay good price. Call at (’. M.
RLAKK WALL PAPER STORE.
139-tf
WANTED- Tivo rooniers.
Inquire MRS.
W. S. KEN.NISTON, 171S Main St. Tel. 874-W.
139-tf
WANTED—Currier-Ives pictures.
paying
highest price. Send title to E. D. LAUREN,
2«1 Elm St.. Biddeford, Maine.
138*141
WANTED—Housekeeper’s position in small
family or care for elderly lady. Address Box
67. Tenant’s Harbor. .Me.
140*142
WANTED—Two or three aged people to
beard: warm runny rooms, best r.f food and
1 rices reasonable. Call 5J8-.M or write MRS
L B. SMITH, Wessaweskeag Inn. Rockland.
131*142

SWEET PEAS
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
ROSES

CARNATIONS

POTTED PLANTS

The
Little Flower Shop
“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 318-W

For Sale

Miscellaneous
AN\ OF MY OLD (11 STOMEKS wanting
nice English cured slack salted pollock can
find them at Rockland Produce Company, as
1 have turned my trade over to them. C. S.
SMALL.
141-143
$800 SE<1 RES GOOD HOME. 75 ACRES.
Wood to pay for It ; level productive fields,
grassy brook-watered pasture. 60 fruit tree*,
sugar maples: on main road handy village
and lake, milk collected: rood 8-room house,
painted barn, hen house : *880$ with 3000 lb.
team, auto truck, hens, furniture, machinery,
hay. grain, vegetables, fruit thrown in ; $80.»
cash. Details pg. 22 free catalog 1000 bar
Cains. STROl’T AG1NCY. 813-DG Old South
Bldg.. Boston. Mass.
141-It
BOSTON TAILORS-Sult mxrte to order
from $23 up. Ladies’ or Men’s clothing
cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN
St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
l!fcl-tf
FARMS, COVXTRY HOMES. COTTAGE^
and estates, up-to-date property. In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
ua what you Want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
132-if
LET E.

A.

FOR SALE- Electric heater, eed chair,
mattress and linoleum square, only used two
ronths, also single bed couch. Glenwood par
lor heater, library table, dressing case, bed
spring and mattress, 2 small chairs and stand.
Inquire 25 MeLOUD ST._______________ 141-lt
FOR SALE—Pair black work horses, weight
2QOO, with harness, blankets, etc., also pung
anti jigger. J’rlce reasonable. W. R. FOGTER,
City. Tel. 93-W.___________________________
FOR iSALE—<Jood horse, also jigger and
pung. W. R H)STER. Tel. 93-W.
140-142
i*OR SALE— Several small wood lots on
main road. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. Rockland

v

S-21.

141-146

FOR SALE—Glenwood furnace that has
b$en used a very short time. We will sell this
at a very low price. BURPEE FURNITURE
CQ.
140-143
FOP. KALE—One year old full blooded Holstdn bull. KARL PACKARD, Rockville. Tel.
4&7-W.
141-143

FOR SALE- One Jersey cow, one two-year
old heifer, one single horse work harness. H.
H WALDRON, Holmes St. Tel. 757-W.
140-142

KNOWLTON filo your aaws ano

TOR SALE—Chicken and fowl, dressed to
ordtr. carrots, pie pumpkins 10 cents each,
preserving pears. H. E. BOWDEN, Highlands.
Tel. 1183-R.
140-142
FOR SALE—IWepper Upright piano, first
class condition, also Royal typewriter, fine
condition, will trade either or both for auto
mobile, cow or hens. H. B. KALER. Washlfigton. Tel. Washington 5-25.
140*143
FOR SALE- American crcani separator,
To Let
No". 4, with electric motor. Used only few
TO LET Four rooms on Camden St., and months. Have no further use for a sepa
carace. T. .1. CARROLL. Tel. Rockland rator and will make a low price for quick sale.
263-21.
141-146 J. A. PERKINS, Nobleboro, Me. Tel. 33-3.
140-142
TO LET Two room apartment, street floor,
FOR SALE—McIntosh Bed apples, also cab
also rooms by day or week, modern conveni
ences. Apply 2 WILLOW ST.
140*142 bage. I. F. CALDERWOOD, Union. Me
140*142
TO LET House with five, six or nine rooms.
FOR SALE—Limited number of used ranges,
Lights and city water. Apply to L C. AMES.
28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
140*142 parlor stoves and wood burners in good con
dition at very reasonable prices. Apply to
TO LET—Five room apartment, furnished, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. Tel. f'Sft
all modern conveniences. Call at THE ELMS.
ut
139-147
12 Elm St.
140
R SALE -Twelve geese. 30c live weight.
TO LET—Furnished apartment for the win
J. MALONEY, South Cushing, Maine.
ter. MRS. A. K. WHEELER. 38 Holme' Sh
139-141
____________ |________________140*142
FOR SALE—Double flat top desk. Inquire
TO LET -ifodse 6f six "roorfis. line cellar,
TEL. 66 Thomaston.
139*141
toilet, electricity gas and furnace: extra
FOR SALE Ninety R
I. Red pullets.
large veranda. Newly papered and painted
throughout. Large yard. Adults only. 22 T Ready to lay. W. L. MERRIAM, Union, Me.
STREET. Rockland.
139-tf ____________________________________ 139-141
FOR SALE—Oak dining room set, table,
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping, lights, gas. E. N. SYLVESTER. six ( hairs with leather seat, buffet, rocker and
arm
chair with leather seat. Price reason
23 Cellar St. Tel. 804-J.
139-141
able If taken at once. MRS. T. M. SAUNDLSa* -Ter
ERS, 102 Union Kt. Tel. 1196-R. 139*141-tf
, PAPER STORE.
FOR SALE—General store at South Hope,
TO LET House at 38 Mechanic S. In Maine, on State Highway. Large store build
quire MRS. W. S KENNISTON, 176 Main St. ing. flue up-to-date stock of goods, stable,
Tel. 874-W.__________________________ 139-tf storehouse and garage. Large, finely fur
TO LET- Five room tenement on Limerock nished rooms over the store. Only store In
St. Apply DR. F. O. BARTLETT.
1.38-tf the village. Price extremely low for value
TO LET—Tenements in NaAm block, two shown. See or write “BILL" WELLMAN,
South Hope. He owns ft.
139-142
of 3 rooms and bath, and two of 3 rooms and
FOR SALK—Vegetables for winter, pie
kitchen, also store. Call at 220 MAIN ST.
pumpkins,
15
to
20c
each:
carrots,
per
bn.,
138*149
$1.50 : famous K. H. F. rutabaga turnips, 1 bu.
TO LET—6-room epartment with bath, $1:2 bu. 95c bu. : 3 bu. or more 90c bu. De
heat and garage: stove all connected. MIKE livered. ROSE HILL FARM, Owl’s Head. Me.
ARMATA. Tel. 1147-J.
130-(f Tel 1170»V._________________________ 139-141
TO LET—Furnished house for the winter
FOR SALE—Or exchange, 15 horses includ
on Masonic St.: also grocery store In Thom ing Real Red, weight 1000-1400 pounds. WIL
aston. $25 month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park LIAM HALL. North Newcastle. Tel. 52-22
St. Tel. 1080.
—
138-tf Dnmnrlscotta.
139*144
TO LET— Fbur room furnished apartment,
FOR SALE—Cottage rented pianos and
modern, with garAge. ETTA II. SANBORN. player pianos, used a little this summer, in a
80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
137-tf clean-up sale, some good upright pianos $100.
come now. don’t wait. See
TO LET -‘Two furnished apartments^
its; three JkW’ terms,
teri
;. DAVIS. Womas PIANO MAN personally. Camden
unfurnished apartments. KRNBST C.
137-tf ffione 32. ____________________________ 139-tf
at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
'OR SALE—Ten room house, cement cellar,
TO LET—Modern 5-room tenement. Middle
THams. 10 acres, field and pasture, in vil
street. Apply L. F. GRASS. Tel. 1185-W.
137-tf lage. R. R. COLLAMORE, Friendship.
188*143
TO LET—House at 18 Gay St. Apply to
FOR SALE- -Vlctrola at 14 MASONIC KT.
EDW. BENNER. Tel. 945-R.
121-tf
138-tf
Sel. 46-R
TO LET—Garage, 33 Purchase St. Apply
FOR KALE—<>eese for Thanksgiving, SSe
COURIER-GAZETTE.
135*140
pound live, 40c pound picked. MRS. L. D.
TO LET-®-Apartment in Bicknell block. GAMMON, Warren R. D. 1, boi 72. Tel. 1-24.
Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 16 Lincoln Kt. ’ r
137*19.3
Tel. 264
134-tf
FOR
SALE
—
Ranking
brush
$3
load
and
TO LET—Garage, Cor. Main «ind lames -Christmas trees 25c and 5Or, all sizes. Leave
Sts.. 30x30, three big doors. C. A. HAMIL orders Rockland Pharmacy or E. ti. RUS
TON.
134-tf SELL, 28 Thomaston St.
137*142
TO LET—"Four room apartment In fin? con
FOR SALE—Or to let. Hill Dane’s house,
dition with garage. Reni $6 per week. Adults 3jD High St., furnished or unfurnished. In
only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Taciflc St. Tel. quire HILL DANE, Rockland Furniture Co.
436-M.
134 tf
137-tf
TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 Masonic
FOR SALE—Black walnut bed, dresser and
Bt. R. U. COLLINS. Tel. 77.
121-tll,stand. $20. Write “G” Courier-Gazette Office.
FOR KALE—Wood lot of about 20 acres In
t'dWn of Rockport hear Oakland Park. Partly
okl growth. For information call ROCKLAND
?U2.
139-150
DRESSED NATIVE

repair your furniture at 216 LLMEROCK St
Tel. 1010.
132-tf
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber
JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 132-tf

FOR SALE

TURKEYS
CHICKENS

GEESE
FOWL

H. W. Little, 360 Broadway
TEL. 795-M

ROCKLAND

140-142

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highast priea
No lot too larga; none too tmall.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or wrltt, ear* of

A1 Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiaor
112-tf

FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R.
U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDING, 54 Pacific

St________________________ _______

121-tf

FOR SALK—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
$10 ; junks, $12; slabs fitted
alto lumber

$8;

delivered. T. J. CARROLt. Tel. 263-21.
P. 0. Thomaston.
132-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14: soft
wood fitted, $9: junks $8. L. F. TOIAIAN.
J*. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-13.
132-tf

LADIES—Reliable stock of heir goode at the
Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall order!

solicited. HELEN C. RHODHH.
132-tf
NOW IS A GOOD TIME tor inside paint
ing. paper hanging and ceilings whitened. A.
F. MORTON. Tel. 122.
140*145

REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes,
Cottages, House
and Cottage Lots

EARLE LUDWICK

Seed Sown Here

33 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

M

Tdtphon* 723-

Falk In Fertile
Soil, Insuring a

S«8tf

CHICHESTER S PILLS
TUB DIAMOND BRAND.

A

Bountiful Harvest
KiaSo n

fur e ■

years k no»B ts Beet. Safest. Al way* Reliable

SMDBYDRWiUISHtVtRmERt
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SCREEN GRID

Thanksgiving
Suggestions

In addition to personal notea regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially dealr.i Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone win bo gladly received.

Make your holiday the happier with a
t

More Attractive Dining Room

See ouFGharming New Dining Room Suites.
Dinettes for apartment use.

Make all the fam- *

ily happy by setting one in your home.
• We have a splendid assortment of Dinner Sets,

beautifully done in all sizes at Pleasing Prices

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Rockland, Me.

313-319 Main Street,

I

“THE

RACKETEER”

NOW

with

SHOWING

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
A Talking Picture

Stunningly
Beautiful!

Beauty of the East—
Bravery of the West!
.They meet in “The Virginian,” Owen
Wister’s novel which America took to
its heart as the greatest romance of
the thrilling Golden West ever written!
Now “The Virginian” is an outdoor
epic rightly called “The Covered
Wagoh” of the talking .screen! Tire
glorious days when youth sought ad.venture" and found love are thrillingly
recreated by the magic of the talking
screen! You'll be wildly enthusiastic
over

“THE VIRGINIAN”
A Paramount

Outdoor All Talking
Classic With

Gary Cooper
Mary Brian

Walter Huston
Richard Arlen

From the XoveT by Owen Wister
SPECIAL MATINEE 4.00 O'CLOCK TUESDAY
FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN TO CENTS

A PUSLIX

THEATRE
Home of Paramount Pictures

Seventeen members of the Ladles
Aid of Littlefield Memorial Church
were entertained Wednesday evening
at the home of Mrs. Hattie Kenney,
TELEPHONE ........................ ......... ........ DO | Camden street, with Mrs. Ken
ney and Mrs. Clara Gray as hostesses.
Fred C. Dyer, of the Dyer Garage, The evening was spent in sewing.
is starting a vacation period next
Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., and Mrs.
Monday, when he leaves by motor
ear. accompanied by Mrs. Dyer, point ' H. E. Jackson motored to Portland
ing toward the Southland, with the . Thursday.
purpose of spending the winter In
Miss Letllla Creighton who has
Florida. A prominent note in the
traveling equipment is Mr. Dyer's been in Cannondale, Conn., for sevgolf clubs, which he proposes to ex I eral weeks, arrived at her Thomas
ercise upon numerous courses by the ton home Tuesday and will spend the
way, at the same time indulging the winter with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
expectation that some of his Rockland Charles A. Creighton.
golf friends will later cross clubs
One of the times when William R.
with him in Florida.
|-<Diid) Lufkin was really surprised
Dr. and Mrs. TV. TI. Armstrong are was Friday evening when he was
to be gests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Woking at his place of business and
"son" came In with the tale of a
Edward C. Cutting in Portland.
"Jump" In Ills car. "Dad" was In
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover arrive vited out to fix it. The demonstra
home today from a week's stay in tion took him to his home and when
he entered the lights were snapped
Boston.
and the surprise was on—a bridge
The Wawenock Club meets Monday party to celebrate his 56th birthday.
evening with Mrs. H. J. Keating. 52 Richard Lufkin took away first prise
and William Payson was the "proud"
Mechanic street.
recipient of the "booby." The good
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Merriam ar time was enjoyed by none more than
rive home today from Boston where "Dad,” who was presented with some
very nice gifts.
they have been for a few days.
I

Mrs. Marlon Cobb Fuller of Au
Follett. Broad street, was
the Thursday Auction gusta was a visitor In the city
honors won by Mrs. A. Thursday.
Mrs. George Davis and
John May arrived yesterday from
Damon.
New York called by the illness of his
Mr. and Mrs. David Thompson of brother Edward S. May, who under
Portland have been in this city for a went a surgical operation at Knox
few days. Mrs. Thompson is a grad Hospital Tuesday, and -whose con
uate of the Genessee (X. Y.) Hospital dition while still giving concern, is
of which Miss Royce, superintendent much more favorable than early re
of Knox Hospital is also a graduate. ports indicated.
The renewal of acquaintance was a
very pleasant feature of Mrs. Thomp
The Outing Club, with gentlemen
son's visit here, where she was a guests, enjoyed supper and cards
guest of Miss Royce at luncheon.
Wednesday evening at "Shoreland."
the summer home of Mrs. J. 3f.
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union Southard. Honors in cards were car
Veterans lias a bridge party Monday ried off by Mrs. Alberta Rose and
evening at G.A.R. hall with Mrs. Mrs. Zebedee Simmons.
Arthur Reed, hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Emery
The Progressive Literary Club wilt were in Boston for a few days this
meet with Mrs. Annie Silslby Tuesday week.
atfernoon at 2.30. The response to the
roll call will be items of interest per
Mrs. Charles A. Emery entertained
taining to Thanksgiving Day. Acts
at a bridge luncheon Wednesday with
4 and 5 of A Midsummer Night’s
Mrs. Merrill Bartlett. Mrs. Charles
Dream will be read with Mrs. Bird
Peterson, Mrs. Charles Watts, Mrs.
leader.
Zebedee Simmons, Mrs. Cleveland
There was a bridge party at the Sleeper. Mrs. Goodenough, Mrs. H.
home of Mrs. George Davis, Rankin H. Stover and Mrs. J. A. Burpee as
street. Wednesday evening under the guests. The decorations, in keeping
auspices of a committee from St. with the Thanksgiving season, werg
Peters Church composed of Mrs. very effective. Honors in cards were
Davis. Mrs.
M. Little. Mrs. Thomas taken by Mrs. Burpee and Mrs. Peter
Foley. Miss Gwen Condon and Miss son.
Louise McIntosh. Honors were taken
Mrs. M. F. Weymouth of The llighby Mrs. R. D. Saville, Mrs. Thomas
McKinney. Mrs. Warren Eldridge. ands is in Boston for medical treat
Mrs. Albert J. Hallowell. Mrs. Alton ment.
Dtcrow and Mrs. George Stewart.
Mr. and Mrs. M. It. Pillsbury are
in Portland over the weekend.
Mrs. Sarah Prescott is spending
■
» ____ '• *
the weekend Witii her Sister, Mrs.
Master Joseph Emery has been the
Theodore Cooper, who is quite ill at
guest of Mr. und Mrs. Charles Emery,
I her heme at North Haven.
and little Miss Ruth Emery the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White for the
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hosmer are
week while thiir parents have been
planning a trip to the Pacific Coast
in Boston.
early in January. In Avon. Calif..
i they will visit Their son George, who
Mrs. James O'Hara, Mrs. I.. X.
has recently been promoted to a very
responsible position. Enroute they Lawrence, Miss Helen Fuller. Mrs.
will visit their son Fred in Pittsburg. Adelbert Miles, Mrs. W. H. Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. Hosmer have been Mrs. Ralph Hanseom and Mrs.
Charles A. Rose motored Wednesday
spending the summer at iDeer Isle.
to Portland where they were joined
Opportunity Class held Its annual by Mr. Rhodes returning from Bos
banquet Thursday evening at the ton, where he has been receiving
j First Baptist parlors, with the hus medical treatment.
bands and children of the members
as guests, there tiding about 100 In
Mrs. Sanford Delano entertained at
all. Mrs. Clara Emery as Chairman cards last evening at her home on
of the banquet had as helpers Mrs. Franklin street.
J. D. Mattatall. Mrs. Walter Grebnlaw, Mrs. F. -O. Reach, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham goes to
Ingraham, Mrs. Lena Young. Mrs. Vinalhaven Monday to be the guest
Charles
Whitmore,
Mrs.
Elmer of her brother, Almon Chetwind. On
Crockett and Mrs. R. B. Magune. her return home she will he accom
The decorations, under the direction panied by her mother Mrs. Edith
of Mrs. Ingraham. Mrs. Mills and Chetwind.
Mrs. Mattatall, were in keeping with
I the Thanksgiving season and,very
TJie Junior Harmony Club opened
I effective. Draperies of crepe paper
with turkeys, pumpkins and corn its season Wednesday evening with
pictured thereon were used at the Mrs. Faith G. Berry in charge, as
windows, the posts also being wound sisted by Mrs. Grace P. Armstrong,
with this paper; streamers of yel director of choral music, and Mrs.
low. green and white were hung Leola F. X'oyes in charge of the pro
front the lights and corners of the grams. Plans were discussed for the
room, while vases of roses graced season's work. Among the early fea
the table. To a lively march played tures will be a MacDowell observance
The club is
by 'Mrs. Magune the members and Wednesday, Dec. 18.
guests paraded to the tables, and later open for new members who comply
listened to addresses by Bev. and with the rules, that is children under
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald, who with high school age who have had suf
their two daughters, were guests of ficient musical training to carry on
honor:
There were other brief the work of the organization, etc.
speeches. The program, in charge of Mrs. Berry will be glad to talk with
Mrs. TV. L. Gregory, consisted of any parents who desire, their chil
recitations by Chanlotte Mattatall. dren to become members.
Mrs. MacDonald, Frank Richards and
Beulah Callahan, vocal duet by Mary
Miss Bicknell begins Monday her
and Bernice Havener, piano duet by
Mrs. .Magune and Mrs. Lillian Joyce Cl lstmas sale of embroideries, nov
piano solo by Carleton Gregory, and elties and cards. As there are often
vocal solos by 'Mrs. Pierre Havener no duplicates of hand made gifts you
and Grace Grant.
should go early. 12 Knox street.—adv.

♦. . «

AUTOMATIC

ished cabinet. Uses 3
U Y-224 Screen Grid,
3 UY-227, 2 UX.
245in"push-pull"
and 2 UX-«80Radiotrons. Price,
without tubes,

VOLUME
CONTROL

HTS!

$347.50 ♦

a

&

Mrs. F. E.
4 hostess to
Club, with
M. Moody.
Mrs. Perley

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

»

No. 846 Strembcrg-Carlson. Three Screen
Grid Tubes, in radio frequency stages
"totally shielded", affording high •
s
pliRcation, improving selecth
.r. J
sensitivity and adding a new bril
liance to tone. "Linear" Power
Detection/ Built-in ElectroDynamic Speaker; PhOnot,.
graph Jack; Walnut fin

RADIO witi

V 1

Page Seven
* iu

If you would attain the heights
of radio enjoyment and radio
convenience, become acquainted -J
with this new Screen Grid Strom*
berg-Carlson No. 846.

ception, the No. 846 performs
as beautifully as it appears to the
eye. Switch it on I Press the
"Silent" Key as you turn the Se

lector Dial I Watch the Visual
Tuning Meter) When the needle
swings right as far as it will stay,
release the "Silent" Keyl There—

is your station, richly rounded
and beautiful in tone, ready to be
raised or lowered to the volume
you prefer and kept at that vol
ume by the Automatic Volume

Control.

Chinchilla—Fur Fabric, Fancy Camelshair Materials
Coats formerly 7.50, repriced to
Coats formerly 6.75, repriced to

$ 6.00
7.50

Coats formerly 10.50, repriced to

8.75

Coats formerly 12.50, repriced to

10.00

Coats foriperly I 5.00, repriced to

12.50

Coats formerly 18.50, repriced to

15.00

Sizes 2 to 6 years for boys and girls, in our Balcony Dept.

practical development known to
the radio art. You will be more

$247.50

firmly convinced than ever that
"There •$ nothing finerthan a
No. 641 Screen Grid Stromban-Corl,or. 'Usee t UY
K4 one U1 W7 one UX.
t45 ond one UX-MO Radiofront. Wee wMion-tube*
or Sneaker . .

Stromberg-Carlson."
Wv'l

w

r~

STROMBERG CARLSON TELEPHONE MPG.
ROCHESTER. N.
New York and New England Radio Repre
sentative :
Gross-Brennan. Inc.. ?05 E. 42nd St_ New
York City
Telephone. VANderbilt 4025
Suite 709 Statler Bldg.. Boston. Telephone,
HANcook 7559

V,

MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE THAN tHIRJYPVEjrtARS,

New Arrivals
For
Thanksgiving

Mrs. Martha Watts of Warren was
| the guest Thursday of her father,

William H. Maxey, James street.

Wifie—Well, there’s one thing about
my mother—she’s outspoken. Hubby
—Not by anyone I know.—Pathfinder.

One Week

FIGS, DATES, RAISINS,
NUTS

“What is a pedestrian, daddy?’’
“It is a person with a wife, a
daughter, two sons and a car.”

TODAY

CLIVE BROOK

Starting Monday
The Beat Mtraical Revue on
Publlx N. E. Circuit Today

GLACE FRUITS

THE RETURN OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES
All Talking

Plain and Stuffed

Citron,
Candied Orange and
Lemon Peel
Fruit Cake and
Plum Puddings

AN ENTIRELY NEW REVUE
Replete with sensational dancing and singing
—beautiful stage settings. Lots of new faces
and loads of talent

Eddie Gilmore—tenor, graduate Conservatory of
Music

Phil Breault—dancer, former R. K. O. Headliner.

OUR OWN
FRESHLY SALTED
NUTS

“CARINFS”
Fruit & Candy Shoppe

Johnny and Beebe—versatile dancing team, featur
ing “The Breakaway”
Home of
Paramount
Pictures

A Chorus of Glorified American Girlhood
MONDAY-TUESDAY

ANN HARDING in “PARIS BOUND”

338 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mail and Telephone Orders
Promptly Filled

-

•»

100% Talking Drama

Amateur Night Monday-Enter Now!
READ THE WANT ADS.

1929

1855

FuHer-Cobb-Davis

No. 64t Screen Grid
Stromkerf-CorUon Similar
operaline unit Io No 641
Price without tubei.

carefully—minutely—you will
find embodied in it every latest

: : SPECIAL : :

Children’s Coats—-Repriced

//

If you will examine this Receiver

Thanksgiving Candies
and Novelties

‘J

I

Uniquely beautiful in artistic con

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldekert

Rotkland

Publix Theatre

MATINEE
Balcony,
Orchestra,
Children,

EVENINGS

Balcony,

35c

Orchestra,

50c

PERFORMANCES
2 P. M.—«.3O P. M.

NO RESERVED SEATS

Highland!

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS In
8TONE
ESI!

MID-NITE SHOW THANKSGIVING EVE 11.30 Noise Makers, Favors, Fun

K

11 2 J >? >

ji-c<rv a.

JANDERSRJl
Next Thursday is Thanksgiving, j
If we look in the Good Book for guid
ance, we find in the Third book in the
Old Testament. Leviticus. Chapter 7;
15th verse: “And the flesh of the sac
rifice of his peace offerings for
Thanksgiving shall he eaten the same
day that it is offered: he shall not
leave any of it until the morning.”
This command should
greatly
please the small hoy, whose eyes at
the Thanksgiving dinner table are
frequently larger than his stomach.
To this average American small boy
the word Thanksgiving is always
associated with turkey, just as
Fourth of July means • firecrackers.
Christmas means gifts, and Washing
ton’s
birthday
means
patriotic
speeches. While he is taught the
deeper meanings of these holidays,
he never forgets to associate them
with some one thing that impresses
him.

FINGER PRINTS

The appended article from the Bos
ton Evening American, concerning
finger prints, is handed to The Cou
rier-Gazette, and is of a timely na
ture in view of the fact that finger
print evidence is being given consid
erable prominence by the sheriff’s de
partment.

American passenger. They run from
every port in the Far East, hundreds
of them, to carry the Mahometans to
Mecca, and if a “Christian-dog” was
discovered on one of them they would
probably throw him overboard.
The piece de resistance at the
<1 nner is turkey, no matter where the
feast is celebrated. However, be
cause of the high price of turkey,
many Americans now select goose,
duck, or suckling pig, if the family is
large. Turkey is expensive in JNew
England, and has jumped in 30 years
from 20c to 00c or 70c a pound. How
ever. this week, in Phoenix. Arizona,
the markets advertise dressed tur
key at 38c a pound, in the daily
papers. But Arizona is not, neces
sarily. a turkey country. There are
many wild turkeys there, as there
are in all the southern border States,
from Florida to California.
The finest and largest turkeys on
the North American continent Mere
discovered this last September (f<?r
publication), by an engineer, em
ployed by the Canadian government,
in putting through a new branch
railroad to the shores of-Hudson Bay.
lie found flocks of wild turkeys north
of Fort Churchill, (“north of 55”)
which he described as the largest and
handsomest he had ever seen. They
were so large they could fly but a
short distance when disturbed, and
then, only with the greatest difficulty.
And so the bird thrives in a Mild
state from Mexico to the Arctic
Circle.

USED FURNITURE
SOLD

FLU-GRIP

------ J--------

Drives !23 Miles
ledal FI our
To Buy Gol<
Medal 'Kitchen-tested7 Flour Never Fails

—Makes More Bread Per Sack77
Says Miss Pearson
“I prove my preference for Gold Medal ‘Kitchen-tested’
Flour by driving 23 miles to buy it,” says Miss Pearson.
“Gold Medal Flour never fails. Makes more bread per
sack than any other flour, and the pie crusts I make with
it are the flakiest I’ve ever seen.”
ing—bread, cakes, biscuits, pas
tries—in an oven just like yours.
Only flour which acts the same
perfect way every time is allowed
to go out to you. Thus you know
in advance exactly what your
results will be.
Hfiss Edna Pearson, Sivea Cily. Iowa

Special ,,Kitchen-tetted>'
Recipes In Every Sack

This New-Type Flour
Banishes Baking Failures
OMEN all over the country
declare they have taken the
“guess work” out of baking . . .
Now they get perfect results every
time with bread, cakes, pies and
biscuits.
They use a new-type flour for all
baking purposes—Gold Medal
"Kitchen-tested’ Flour—that sim
plifies baking remarkably and ban
ishes the cause of most baking
failures.
Failures, experts found, were
mostly due to the fact that 2 sacks

(Changed Every 3 Months)

W

of the same flour often acted differ
ently, even with the same recipe...
it was not uniform in oven action.

So now all Gold Medal Flour i9
‘ Kitclien-tested” before it comes to
you. As each batch comes through
the mill it is tested by actual bak-

READY FOR MOOSE

ARMY OF WORKERS

Choice Foods

Cambridge Woman Tells In Made Universalist Fair a Knox County Season Opens
Great Success — Weather
Next Week’— Some Law
terestingly of Her Seven
Was Lenient
Quoted
Years’ Study

As a matter of protection, men,
women and children should have
prints of their fingers and palms
taken and treasured in their homes,
according to Miss Mattie Frances of
Cambridge, who has spent 15 years
in the scientific study of hands.
"If the finger prints were taken of
every child,” said .Miss Frances to
day. "and a little boy or girl was kldrapped it would be much easier to
bring about the child's identification
and recovery.
"I also advocate the use of finger
prints as an additional safeguard
against forgery. It is comparatively )
easy to forge a signature but no one
cculd fake a fingerprint.
“If a person's fingerprint was
placed over the amount of a check
it would be impossible to alter the
figures without detection. The same
is true of sealing letters.
• • ♦ *
"Several months ago a womans
This feast day is not celebrated in
body was found, cut up, in a suit
all the States.
There are some
case. The names of 42 missing girls
Slates in the South that do not ob
i and women were sent to the police
serve it, although as the Northern
in an attempt to identify the body.
ers are settling there in greater
; If the relatives of those 42 women
numbers each year because of the
I had fingerprints of them it would
milder climate, the day is het >minu
l have been an easy matter to check
more generally observed as a holi
1 them all very quickly.
day. Canada observes Thanksgiving,
•
Miss Frances says there are seven
but not on the same date, their feast
, distinct types of hands, elemen
day coming early in November. The
1 tary. square, spatulate. philosophic,
day is also observed in nearly all the
: conic, psychic and mixed, and that
countries of Europe where Ameri
, persons should take as much care of
can tourists travel: that is to say. it
! their hands ps they do of their faces,
is observed in the hotels and restau
as they reveal the truth as to char
rants where Americans eat. It is also
acter.
observed on all passenger steam
'If your hand is an elementary
At the White House, the President ’ hand the palm will be short and the
ships that carry America n« passen
gers.
There are many passenger rfee'ves many turkeys during the I fingers stubby. A square hand has
steamships that never carry an Thanksgiving and Christmas holl- j square tipped , fingers of medium
days. For years the prize turkeys ' length.
Such a hand is useful and
came to the President from Rhode : practical.
island.
They were fattened on
"The spatulate hand has spade
EDWARD K. GOULD
chestnuts to flavor the meat, it was I like fingers with long palm and shows
Attorney at Law
reported, but it may have been that i the owner to be intensely active and
s me were fed on apple sauce. nervous.
(Formerly Judge of Proha’-i
, .
"Persons of a thoughtful and
Sp-M»l Attention to Probate Matter., However, the Hon. Calvin Coolidge
lik.s the Vermont turkey, and they studious nature have philosophic
and Real Estate Title,
have the call just now in the higher hands, containing long fingers with
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ava
priced New York markets. There ■ well-developed joints. Persons with
• si»
is s m.ething about the word Vermont ; conic
hands containing medium
that seems to give flavor to the tur- : length tapering fingers are artistic,
,i"V. a something that wont appeal to while persons with psychic hands with
,u if you say Alabama turkey.
real long-pointed fingers are idealis
The Island of Matinicus. 20 miles tic.
r. sea off Rockland, was at one time
"Persons with so-called 'beauti
an island of wild turkeys. In the ful hands' do not always possess the
Charge Account If Desired
summer of 192!. on my first visit | best character. I do not consider
Away Out Front tn Value
Giving!
ihere. I asked the meaning of the any hand beautiful' unless it por
wild Matinicus. No one on the trays the characteristics of a good
M?re and more pe.pe are tellng
island seemed to know its origin. A ! honorable character and nature.
us that our Extremely Low Prices
biter sent to the New National
are a Revelation* to them.
"I consider the most 'beautiful
We have some ^wonderf ul values
Museum at Washington brought me hands' to be the philosophic and
the information that Matincus was square types with index fingers equal
in Heaters ard Kitchen Stoves,
. Penobscot Indian word meaning: in length with ring fingers, and good
some equipped with Lvnn n.i
Heaters, some with Cas Attacn- j a w ooded island with many wild . intellectual types of thumbs.”
turkeys.”
x I
ment, a splendid se e.tion.
And so it may be the Penobscot
A complete line of Furniture. VicIndians, roaming up and down this IN FIGHTING AGAINST
trolas. Cewing Ma-hines, Office
coast 400 years ago, would put out
Furniture, Show Cases, China
Closets and numerous miscellane , for Matinicus (in their birch bark j
canoes, on a calm day. and bag a
ous articles.
Keep the bewele open end take
wild turkey or two for friend squaw
ROCKLAND
There are many game hunters in ^BROWN’S RELIEF
Maine this month who -will bag
FURNITURE CO.
on anting and retiring
nothing more than the knees of their
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
Norway Medieinu Co.
trousers.
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

n Gold

Every-Other-Day
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Please accept, free of charge, sim
plified recipes for 12 of Betty
Crocker’s most delicious baking
creations. Recipes for the dainti
est cakes, the finest cookies, the
most popular pastries known.
Each one is “simplified” until it is
remarkably easy, too.
All 12 of these simplified “ Kitchentested" recipes are inside every sack
of Gold Medal "Kitchen-tested’
Flour. You can get a full set today
—simply ask your grocer for Gold
Medal “Kitchen-tested’ Flour.
Washburn Crosby Company

Licten in to Betty Crocker, 10.45 to 11.00 A. M„ Tuesday and Thursday, Eastern Standard Time Station WCSH

The old bugbear of stormy w eather
that dogged the I'nlversalist fair year
after year seems al last sidetracked,
for in two successive years sunny
skies have smiled on the ladies of
that church, enabling them to make
this annual event a greater success
than ever before, as was evidenced
by Thursday's animated scene in the
vestry where the 1929 fair was in
progress.
The decorations were lovely—con
fined to masses of green trees and
boughs, pine and fir chiefly, used
with chrysanthemums in the autumn
colors of red, orange, yellow, tan and
brown. The pillars were twined with
green, effectively combined with
chrysanthemums, and ihe same ef
fect was used in the booths. The
stage was banked with green, and
across the front were huge baskets
of chryunthemums.
The articles on sale including fancy
work, aprons, cooked food, plants and
flowers, bed and tahle linen, etc.,
suggested Christmas gifts and went
“like hot cakes." A pleasing feature
of the afternoon were the orchestral
selections given by Emma Harvie
und her “Red Peppers." who i>resented a jaunty picture in their new red
coats and white trousers.
• • • •
The entertainment, given in the
auditorium in the evening, under the
direction of Miss Mabel Lamb, was
greatly enjoyed. Those taking part
were the Red Peppers Orchestra; the
Universalist Quartet, composed of
Mrs. Katherine Veazie. soprano. Mrs
Gladys Morgan, contralto, Chester
Wyllie, tenor, and John Robinson
bass, in two numbers; Mrs. Helen
Wentworth in songs and readings:
Mrs. Veazie, Mrs. Morgan and Mr.
Wyllie in solo numbers; a vocal sextet composed of Mrs. Veazie and Mrs
Wentworth, sopranos, Mrs. Kathleen
Marston and Mi's. Morgan, contraltos.
Mrs. Lena True and Mrs. Edna
Browne, second contraltos; Richard
Stoddard and Oram La-wry in a
trumpet duet. Accompaniments were
played by Miss Margaret Stahl and
Mrs. Leola Noyes. Mrs. Esther Stevenson kindly filled in at the last
moment as accompanist for the Red
Peppers in place of Miss Flora Colson
who was unable to be present.
The committees, headed by Mrs. C
E. Daniels as general chairman, were
Cake table. Mrs. C. E. Rollins. Mrs
Ralph Loring. Mrs. Frank Sherer.
Miss Maud Pratt. Mrs. Susie Davis.
Mrs. Raymond Stewart. Mrs. George
Stewart, Mrs. Minnie Colson. Mrs.
David Talbot. Mrs. Emma Frohock,
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts, Mrs. Earle
Mac Williams, Mrs. A. J. Moody. Mrs
F. E. Cottrell. Mrs. W. H. Prescott.
Mrs. Ambrose Mills. Mrs. James
Diamond. Mrs. Rose Smith. Miss
Edith Pratt, Mrs. Irvin Gray. Mrs.
Adelaide Butman. Mrs. M. IL Nash.
Miss Caro Colson, Mrs. Ella MeMillan, Mrs. Ada Hewett. Mrs. Olive
Sylvester. Mrs. Luke Davis. Mrs.
Alta Dimick. Miss Therese Smith.
Miss Florence Kaler.

George J. Stobie, commissioner of
inland fisheries and game for Maine
today issued a bulletin in connection
with the opening of the hunting sea
son for moose. Nov. 25 to 30 inclusive,
in Knox.
Aroostook.
Penobscot.
Washington, Hancock, Lincoln and
Waldo Counties. It follows:
“Moose when being transported
must be accompanied by the owner
and plainly labeled with the name
and address of the owner. Moose
meat when being transported must
be accompanied by the evidence of sex
•Transportation
companies
are
warned not to accept moose for ship
ment unless the owner of the moose
exhibits his hunting license, also the
evidence of sex of the animal to be
shipped, and said animal must have
a label giving the name and address
of owner. Residents must accom
pany the shipment of moose or pur
chase a special transportation tag
provided by the commissioner of in
land fisheries and game. Fee for
transportation tag Is $5.
Any person transporting moose
by automobile must identify the
same at one of the game inspection
stations designated by the commis
sioner of inland fisheries and game
at the beginning of the hunting sea
son for deer.
“Cow and calf moose arc protect
ed at all times and cannot be trans
ported except as property of the de
j partment of inland fisheries and
1 game. A moose is considered a calf
ur.til it is one year old and has two
tines or prongs on each horn at least
three inches long.”

domestic foods at lowest prices

ORDER YOUR TURKEY AT AN A & P MEAT MARKET
x Choice Turkeys will be Low in Price at the A & P

SPECIAL FIXINGS
ron

Everything you need Sor
a feast awaits you

THANKSGIVING

4*

CAMPHRK MARSHMALLOWS
lb pkg 3Sc

Del Monte seeded or seedless

BENSDORP'S COCOA
K lb tin 3Sc

Raisins

PITTED DATES
pkg l»c

Mince Meat S«c8S5€

jar 29c

Pasteurised Dates!

NUT STUFFED DATES
’
lb 33c

Dromedary DatesrKG 19c

WALNUT MEATS
3 os tin 23c

Ready to serve!

SNOWBALL POP CORN
pkg 9e

Cranberry sauce 2

PLYMOUTH ROCK GBL.4TINE

55®

CANADA DRY or CLICQVOT SEC

'S

MARASCHINO CHERRIES
oz jar 9c

Ginger Ales 3 “°ts 50c

CANDY or GUM
3 pkg* 10c

CLICQUOT CLUB
CA C IMPERIAL DRY

PLANET MINTS

dosfl.59
dos $1.49

H lb 10c

Berwick — the finishing touch to a perfect meal!

ENCORE MAYONNAISE
• ttosjar 21c

ucu 35c

Fruit Cake

EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE ,
lb 35c

RED CIRCLE COFFEE

The old standard!

’1
i

lb 39c

JDUA1 5

COMMON CRACKERS
lb 17c

A

A

Walnuts

P MINCE MEAT
2 can* 23c

PKG

“ 39c

*

From sweet, clean apples!

DOLLY CRAY CHOCOLATE
lb 39c

Sweet Cider

FAIRY SOAP
5 cake* 19c

JUG

45c

b°t

10e

Pale, Dark or Bock

BAKER'S EXTRACT

Old Colony Beverages

bottle 29e

MUSHROOMS
can SSc

poultby

SEASONING

Fancy California soft shell!

PEANUT BRITTLE ;
lb 23c

>•

For your fine baking!

MOXIE
2 bottles for 27c

Pillsbury's FLOUR
CAKB
If kite

»kG

35‘

or colored —fully aged and cured!

Cheese

THANKSGIVING
DELICACIES

.

A & P fancy quality! v r

AT LOW PRICES

Currants ^»<44c
At f uMi pMU
Pumpkin ;
^17C

GRAPEFRUIT
Fancy Mcdona Ibr frnit eocktail*
can 21c
FRUITS FOR SALAD

J \

Dal Monte California flneat fruit
No. 1 can 25c

FRUIT CAKE
Crandmotlier’*
1 tb. *a. 49c

Grape Juice

SWEET PICKLES

SOUR PICKLES

qt jar 33c

Plain, Mixed or Dili

4 os jar 17c

r

SQUASH
can 17e

CANDIES
Gloatra Mixture jar 39c
Primrose Mixture jar 25c

A

P Jelly A**t.

,

AP

Assorted

content <

Fancy Walnuts, Filberts, Almonds and Brasil Nuts!

‘“25c

Mixed Nuts
\Z

'

im:,i tea's J 'orcmost Parknge Cqffee!

Bokar Coffee s 45s

JELLIES

A

4

Cigarettes

CRISCO

For shortening or deep fat frying
' /
lb tin 25c

A > P Fancy Marrow

Haffenrelfer

■ Lucky Strike, Old Gold, Camel, Chesterfield!

QUEEN OLIVES
4 oz jar 29e

gq? wS-Zl'

Pale or Stout!

qt jar 41c

Plain or Mixed

A

jar 15c

16 oa jar 25c

New England’s Favorite Loaf!

63(1 GRANDMOTHER'S

8®

Br

LEMON or ORANGE PEEL

GRANDMOTHER'S

Glace

THANKSGIVING

CANS

pkg 13c

PURE PRESERVES

WITH THE FEAST ON

i

None Such for old fashioned pies

ROBERTSON’S
SCOTCH MARMALADE

’I

shall. Mrs. Winifred Butler. Mrs.
Geneva Upham and Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts.
Ice cream committee. Mrs. J. A.
Burpee. Mrs. W. E. Morgan. Mrs.
Eugene Stoddard. Mrs. Anne Haskell.
Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mrs. Lester
Sherman. Mrs. W. H. Spear. Mrs. E.
W. Pike. Mrs. Ralph Trim. Mrs. G.
M. Simmons. Mrs. Elmer Davis. Miss
Della Aylward. Mrs. George Sidensparker, Mrs. F. L. Greene. Mrs.
Frances
Bicknell,
Mrs.
Arthur
Marsh. Mrs. F. E. Follett. Mrs. William Aylward. Mrs. James Aylward,
Mrs. Georgia Cross, Mrs. E. P. Jones,
Mrs. Welt and Mrs. Emma Harvey.
Candy committee. Mrs. W. T. Cobb.
Mrs. Grace Black. Mrs. F. L. Weeks,
Mrs. J. F. Knight. Mrs. A. C. Me- !
Loon. Mrs. George B. Wood. Mrs. J. ;
A. Jameson. Mrs. George Bachelder.
Mrs. M .E. Haines. Mrs. M. E. Wot- ’
ton, Mrs. Clarence Beverage. Mrs. j
Walter Butler. Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy. |
Mrs. Hervey Allen. Mrs. Ava Lawry. |
Mrs. Mary Bates. Mrs. Henry Reuter, j
Miss Pearl Borgerson. Miss G. Louise
Ayers and Miss Therese Rankin:
Willing
Workers,
Mrs.
James j
O'Hara. Mrs. Everett Munsey. Mrs.
Horace Lamb. Mrs. E. W: Peaslee, (
Miss Helen Fuller, Mrs. Adelbert !
Miles, Mrs. Frank Tirrell Jr.. Mrs.
W. H. Rhodes. Mrs. Arthur Lnvrence.
Mrs. Donald Leach. Mrs. Lloyd
Daniels, Mrs. L. E. McRae, Mrs.
« • • «
Theo Strong. Mrs. Joseph Brewster.
Linen committee and fancy articles. Miss Esther Stevenson. Mrs. C. H. i
Mrs. E. F. Berry, Mrs. Mary Messer. Ptiry, Mrs. Harold Jackson and
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. Charles Mra. Linwood Rogers.
Posters. Mrs. Arthur Iutmh: menus,
Smalley. Miss Elizabeth Post. Miss
Beatrix Flint. Mrs. Laura Sylvester. Miss Hope Greenhalnh. assisted by
Miss Anna Thorndike, Miss Flora Miss Annie fTdeenhaJgh. and Miss
Wise, Miss Mabel Pillsbury, Mrs. Lizzie Greenhalgh; kitchen. Mrs.
Alice Spear. Mrs. W. N. Benner, Mrs. L. R. Campbell. Mrs. I.. F. Chase. Mrs.
Almon B. Cooper. Miss Jennie Trus- Fred Collamore. Mrs. Hattie Davies,
sell, Mrs. Wilbur Cross. Mrs. 1’. P. Mrs. F. L. Green, Mrs. Ghoris Jen
Bicknell. Mrs. Carl A. Christofferson. kins. Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook. Mrs.
Mrs. Hester Holmes. Miss Adelaide Charles R. Richardson, Miss Carrie
, Holmes, Mrs. O. E. Blackinpton. Mrs. Shcrriff. Mrs. \V. It. Stewart and Mrs.
pdw. Benner. Miss Marparet Crock Orin Smith.
Dining room. Mrs. George St. Clair,
ett, Miss Elizabeth Nash, Miss Alice
Fuller. Miss Ellen Cochran. Miss Mrs. Frank Sherer, Miss Evelyn
.Minnie Hoffses, Miss Elizabeth Jame- Sherer. Mrs. Ralph Loring. Miss
Holmes,
son, Mrs. Cora Williams, Mrs. JI. A., Adelaide
...............
.
„ Miss Pearl
, ,,, Borger
„
Johnson. Miss Harriet Kankin, Miss |
, Mrs_'. El a..SJ ? rd.'JXEsS
Edna Payson. Mrs. E. C. Payson, i Davis, Mrs. Robert Adams, Miss
Mi*s. Charles A. Mitchell, Miss Hope Gladys Blethen. Mrs. Carl Freeman.
11. ..P. Blodgett. Mrs. George
Greenhalgh, Mrs. Elizabeth Thayer. 1 Mrs.
„
Mrs. F. A. Jameson. Mrs. Martha i Pafmer' .Mls;
Rni£ht. Miss
Spear, Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs. L. A. Bertha Knight, Mrs. A. B. Higgs,
Walker, Miss Lucy Rhodes. Mrs^, I Miss Florence Kaler, Mrs. Wilbur
George Starrett, Mrs. E. F. Glover, i Renter. Mrs. Fred True. Mrs. Donald
Mrs. Hattie Prescott, Mrs. Ira W. ! >A-ach, Mrs. Arthur Lawrence Miss
Feeney. Mrs. F. W. Farrel. Mrs. C. Margaret Nutt. Mrs. Ralph WentM. Blake. Miss Gertrude Brown, worth' M,ss Virginia Walker. Miss
Mrs. Oliver Holmes. Mrs. Cora Kit- Virginia Post. Miss Mary Thomas,
tredge. Mrs. E. H. Maxey. Miss Mary ! Mlss H<,nlletta Libby Miss Lqis
Metcalf, Mrs. Jennie Packard. Mrs. j Libby, Mrs. Howard Dunbar, Mrs.
H.O Gurdy, Mrs. Ralph Wiggin. Miss I K , W „Pl'as:^.'
H^"
Myrtle Herrick. Miss Blanche Crand Miss Mary Thompson. Miss Nellie
Lawrence, Miss Esther Fernald. Miss
all.
Edith Morse and Mrs. Ralph Smith.
• ♦ ♦ •
Cashiers. Miss Myrtle Herrick and
Apron committee.
Mrs. Ralph Miss Edith McAIman.
Smith. Mrs. Ella S. Bird. Mrs George
Senior Y.P.C.U. booth. Mrs. C. A.
Palmer. Mrs. Raymond Bird. Mrs. M. Knickerbocker. Mrs. E. L. Toner, Mrs.
B. Perry, Mrs. Winters. Mrs. Eliza Wilbur Senter, Miss Thelma Black
beth Flanders. Mrs. Eva Wiggin, ington and Miss Neva Dyer.
Miss Annie Greenhalgh. Mrs. E. O B.
Junior Y.P.C.U., grabs, Mrs. C. A.
Oonia, Miss Gladys Blethen, Mrs. Knickerbocker and Miss Constance
G. W. Blethen. Mrs. R. L. Jones, Mrs. Knickerbocker, assisted by members
J. H. Lawrence, Mrs. Fred True. Mrs. of the union.
Graham MacAlman, Mrs. Charles
Checking room. Almon B. Cooper, Jr.
Schofield, Mrs. Carl Freeman. Mrs
Decorations. Mr. and Mrs. I,. A.
Howard Dunbar. Miss
Margaret Walker. Dr. and Mrs. E. W. I’easlee.
Nutt. Miss Margaret Robinson. Mrs. assisted by members of the Knicker
William Williams, Miss Ada I'.riy, bocker Class.
Mrs. Mary Perry, Mrs. Balmer. Mrs.
E. R. Veazie. Miss Harriet Parmalee,
"How's your car running?"
Mrs. Clara Crockett. Mrs. Walter
“Not so good. I can't keep It
Burpee, Mrs. A. E. Orff, Miss Jennie throttled down."
Brown. Mrs. Robert Adams. Mrs.
"How's your wife?"
Oscar Ingraham. Miss Olive Gil
“She's about the same."
christ. Mrs. A. R. Marsh. Mrs. L.
E Blackington, Mrs. John Newman,
Tour rug problems can be settled
Mrs. J, F. Burgess, Mrs. Karl with satisfaction guaranteed by call
OBrien,
Mrs.
Harold
Jackson, ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
Mrs. Ernest Campbell. Mrs. A. street, Tel. 170. We shampoo yout
N. Glidden, Miss Shirley Glidden, rugs and return them promptly, like
Mrs. Earl McIntosh.Mrs. Harold Mar- new.
124-tf
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The A & P offers the
finest of imported and

y ■
/

Doughnuts

Cl I RON PEEL

Glace

<

45c

SPICES OF ALL KINDS

KDOZ

,

Serve the Beverage of Beverages

MT. ZIRCON

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

GINGER CHAMPAGNE—PALE DRY—GRAPE

“Kitchen-tested”

For the Family Table—“The Party Package”

THE GREAT

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
A V .'e*'.«T

TEA CO.

Always sold in trade-marked sack—never in bulk

t

1OC

